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Object Subject 2019: Introduction 

Jana Perković1 

This issue of Fusion Journal comes out of the second Object Subject national design 
writing conference, held in Canberra on 7-9 November 2019. The conference focused 
on the cultural, social and ethical concerns in design, calling on the design sector to 
take seriously its social and environmental responsibilities, and bring critical thinking 
and ethics to design practice. Design practitioners, writers, curators and academics 
were invited to give voice to the ethical concerns that power their practice, which 
ranged from giving shape to newer, more sustainable materials and minimising waste, 
to finding ways to honour a multiplicity of liminal identities within the often-exclusive 
design communities. 

Writing about the inaugural Object Subject design conference in 2017, Rachel Coghlan 
wrote: “I thought there was a bigger and more nuanced story to write about the past, 
present and future of design”. The role of the conference today is to create a public 
dialogue about the role and impact of design, a sustained inquiry that goes beyond the 
glorification of a single covetable object and pays attention to the social processes, 
material extraction, and cultural effects of design. This is a big call to make in a country 
that regards aesthetic concerns with (often open) hostility. As architect and critic Robin 
Boyd wrote in 1967: “Solemn Australians think that an interest in design is a superficial 
and trivial interest. This is actually an improvement, they used to think it effeminate 
and vaguely immoral”. It is paradoxical that a nation that prides itself of being 
practical, pragmatic, even materialistic, would simultaneously be so intent on ignoring 
the consequences of our material production. 

As I write in my account of the editorial agenda of Assemble Papers (p.9), design 
writing too often focuses on the shiny objects and celebrity designers, which leads to a 
misunderstanding that design is something elitist, expensive, and only for rare 
occasions. The truth is that everything that surrounds us has been designed by 
somebody, from the chair on which I sit as I write this, the keyboard on which I type, to 
the lamp that provides me with light, and the window that brings in fresh air. Good 
design gives dignity to our days, while poor design makes our lives small, cramped, 
uncomfortable, wasteful and unsustainable. As I am writing this, the world is straining 
under Covid-19, revealing the weaknesses of uncomfortable homes, unwalkable 
suburbs, fragile supply chains, overstretched food systems. More than ever, we are 
becoming aware of the price we pay when our daily lives have not been designed to be 
sustainable in the long term. More than ever, we are becoming aware that, when we 
design our lives to consume more resources than the world can carry, we are asking for 
very good luck. More than ever, we need design to think long-term, to think seven 
generations ahead, to bring about humble, durable, sustainable solutions for our 
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everyday needs. This issue of Fusion Journal collects some ways for thinking better 
about how we design. 

Materials are a good place to start. As Seetal Solanki, a leading voice in today’s 
materials research, writes in her keynote paper (p.4), materials are an expression of our 
needs. They articulate how we relate to one another, to our bodies, and to the universe. 
We have inherited design that overconsumes and overpollutes. Right now, the skills we 
need are to create better materials, more realistic to the Earth’s capacity to hold us.  

This concern with materials is also central to two other papers. Geoff Isaac critically 
observes the use of plastic in product design in the light of an ongoing environmental 
emergency, arguing that the responsibility of product designers is twofold: influencing 
the uptake of more environmentally friendly materials, but also, crucially, to “create a 
movement that challenges the dominance of petrochemicals as the main source of 
plastics” (p.18). From recycled plastics and bioplastics, to new techniques such as 
additive manufacturing that reduces the amount of material needed (and therefore 
waste), Isaac alerts us to the many invisible decisions that go into product design. In 
“Self-Narrating Cloth”, Jessica Priemus uses her experience as the owner of an ethical 
fashion brand as a springboard to dive deep into textile construction. Closely reading 
the materiality of handmade cloth, and observing in the textile imperfections the 
movements of the hand that made it, Priemus proposes a material literacy, which, 
“despite almost universal participation in textile use” (p.30), appears to be waning.  

Detroit-based artist Lauren Kalman’s work echoes Solanki’s observation that materials 
articulate our relationship to our bodies and to each other. Kalman works with 
decorative crafts both directly (as a jeweller and metalsmith) and critically, as a video 
and installation artist interrogating the social uses of adornment. In “Crafting 
Dissonance”, Kalman dissects adornment and decoration as socially situated practices 
full of complications – one of the targets of her critique is Adolf Loos’ colonial, racist 
and sexist dismissal of ‘ornament as crime’ – but also looks at how jewellery more 
intimately shapes our conceptions of the body by hiding and transforming its 
physiological reality. “This intellectual and physical restraint proposed by these 
movements and writings, which have so impacted contemporary thinking, is in conflict 
with the physical and emotional realities of the body,” Kalman writes (p.51). 

The final two papers leave the design object behind to foreground the process. Anita 
Kocsis looks at prototyping as central to the process of collaborative co-creation: “The 
activity of prototyping, and the inherent actions, approaches and social dynamics of 
team-based problem solving elucidates how participation in its many facets has 
currency as a future-facing skill” (p.60). Specifically, Kocsis highlights how prototyping 
facilitates an iterative communication process through material objects – and how 
these lo-fi, rough objects transmit information across disciplines and create shared 
meaning. 

Collaboration is also the focus in the final paper by Fanke Peng, Leanne Chow and Nhat 
Tran (p.71), who analyse two postgraduate collaborative projects that apply service 
design for social good. Using structured problem-based learning and the defined steps 
of design thinking, the authors unfold the entire process of co-design, one step at a 
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time, discussing the added complexity of stakeholder engagement. These two papers 
expand our knowledge of the structured processes necessary for team-based problem 
solving, which in emergent and niche disciplines often remain tacit knowledge. As our 
problems increase in complexity, and designers are called upon to participate in 
ideating solutions, having a lingua franca for interdisciplinary team-based problem 
solving, as well as finding processes that support both divergent and convergent 
thinking, becomes an ever-more crucial skill. 

I would like to end with a quote from Seetal Solanki: 

In order to address the planetary scale problem and climate disaster, 
humanity needs to address its own internal imbalance. Our relationship 
with consumption is taking an enormous toll on our planet, which is in 
fact the evidence and external reflection of an incredibly damaged 
relationship with ourselves. Ultimately, in order to understand ourselves, 
we should first understand that our values interlink with our beliefs, 
which steadily influence our habits. (p.5) 

Ontologically, design is a peculiar discipline: it reflects and expresses our culture and 
values, but it is profoundly material. The practice of design is irrevocably tied to 
manual work, to an understanding of the possibilities and limits of material substances, 
to production processes spanning manual tools and complex machinery, and to the 
ability to pragmatically exist within social processes ranging from interdisciplinary 
teams to large companies. Solanki is right to point out this causal chain – from our 
values and beliefs, to our everyday habits, to the planetary problems which we now 
face. As we continue to reflect on the ethics of design, these reflections have to make 
their way back into our design practice – and into the practice of our everyday lives. 

About the author 
Jana Perković is Editor at SPACE10, a research and design lab on a mission to create a better 
everyday life for people and planet. SPACE10 researches and designs innovative solutions to 
some of the major societal changes expected to affect people and our planet in the years to come. 
Previously, Jana was editor of Assemble Papers, a magazine exploring the culture of living 
closer together, published by ethical housing developer Assemble. She remains involved with 
housing innovation, and is a currently looking at global innovation in ethical, sustainable and 
affordable housing as a PhD candidate with Connected Cities Lab at the University of 
Melbourne. 
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We are not materialistic enough 

Seetal Solanki2 

Abstract 

This is an edited version of the keynote address given by Seetal Solanki at the 
second national design writing conference Object Subject (8–9 November 2019), 
presented as part of the DESIGN Canberra festival. 

Keywords 

Materials Research; Materials; Anthropocene; Biomaterials; Material Conservation; Sustainability 

We are often told we are materialistic. It seems to me, we are not 
materialistic enough. We have a disrespect for materials. We use it quickly 
and carelessly. If we were genuinely materialistic people, we would 
understand where materials come from and where they go to. (George 
Monbiot) 

We are never without materials. These seemingly mundane fragments and blobs of 
metal, plastic, ceramic and glass are the stuff from which our whole civilisation is 
constructed. Yet, perplexingly, while they do so much for us, we rarely pause to marvel 
at them. In fact, most of the time we ignore materials. Their ubiquity is precisely the 
reason it’s so easy to forget just how foundational a role they play in our experience of 
the world – of how we relate to and express love for one another; of the way we sculpt 
our bodies and identities; of how we fabricate the present and future of everyday life. 

Throughout history societies have discovered and developed materials, made tools and 
artefacts from them and, in so doing, constructed themselves in the process. In many 
ways, we’re living out the material dreams and needs of our ancestors, with much of the 
lifestyle that we’re accustomed to today standing as a product of past inventions. This 
raises the questions: What will the next 50 years look like? What will we dream up? 
And, most importantly, who gets to take part in the process? 

As avid inventors and consumers of gadgets, we talk a lot about the role technology 
plays in our lives and how those who shape it shape society. What we forget is that, in 
equal measure, so too do those who participate in the development of materials. It is 
precisely for this reason that materials demand special attention in the present 
moment. The field of materials is expanding at a rate faster than we can study (let alone 
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master), with a recent estimate counting over 160,000 unique materials in the world. 
What’s more, when we begin to study a material, we’re immediately launched into an 
ever more complicated system of scales and structures. It’s by looking at a material 
across these different scales – the nano, micro, meso and macro – that we can begin to 
understand its molecular makeup, mechanical properties and experiential qualities. 
Complexity at this order of magnitude defies any single way of knowing. Rather, it 
necessitates an array of techniques, from computational modelling and measuring, to 
experimental trial and error, to sensing and observation. 

We still have so much to learn from the planet. Exploring, experimenting and working 
with the earth’s materials has led to so many ground-breaking discoveries; from the 
everyday to the unexpected and awe-inspiring. To date, human civilisation has never 
existed without materials – they are the glue of our very existence as ultimately, 
everything is made from something. But we’ve abused our time on earth, stretching its 
resources to the ultimate brink in a bid to feed our all-consuming culture and ever-
growing need to own and to experience. 

All forms of life are equally precious and so are their needs; the universe, contrary to 
common belief, was not created for humans alone. But human behaviour tells a 
different story. Today, we create, cultivate and continue to extract more from the planet 
without looking at the copious amount of produce that we already have. This mass 
consumption has resulted in piles upon piles of waste in landfills that we either export 
to other countries to deal with or burn, creating an insurmountable amount of 
pollution. We have all seen the tragically disturbing images and headlines and sadly, 
will continue to. These are the earth's responses to our relentless activity. It is 
absolutely impossible to ignore the connection between human action and the 
accelerated environmental crisis we are currently experiencing. Indeed, our epoch has 
officially been named the ‘Anthropocene’ – marking the age of significant human 
impact on the earth's geology and ecosystems, including the climate crisis. But what 
can we do independently and collectively to curb this disaster, if at all? 

In order to address the planetary scale problem and climate disaster, humanity needs 
to address its own internal imbalance. Our relationship with consumption is taking an 
enormous toll on our planet, which is in fact the evidence and external reflection of an 
incredibly damaged relationship with ourselves. Ultimately, in order to understand 
ourselves, we should first understand that our values interlink with our beliefs, which 
steadily influence our habits. Working backwards, we should start with the knowledge 
that we’re part of something a lot bigger, if only by understanding that it is our mutual 
responsibility to take care of the earth. If we are to divert the current narrative, our 
relationship with value needs to be reframed. 

We’re quickly moving into a world where the challenges and desires we’re trying to 
address are far too complicated for researchers in any single subject area at any single 
scale to resolve. The skill of the twenty-first century’s great thinkers will not be 
cleverness in one particular discipline, but rather knowing how to use materials as a 
bridge between disciplines. As a global society, we’re going to need lots of people with 
different skills to tackle the complex issues that face us today. The power of materials is 
that they transcend the boundaries of multiple disciplines. They can act as a catalyst for 
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bringing diverse groups of agents together, whether it be engineers, designers, 
architects, biologists, botanists, farmers, environmentalists or anthropologists. 

Could the responsible use of materials offer us an alternate reality? Materials grown 
from bacteria or mined from landfill could soon be a new mainstream reality. 

Harmful to helpful 

Lupin is a plant that was introduced to Iceland as a foreign species from North America 
in 1945. Since then it has been invading the Icelandic landscape. It flourishes so 
intensely that it’s suffocating the surrounding native flora and fauna at a rapid rate. 
However, rather than demonise this overzealous plant, students from the Iceland 
Academy of the Arts in Reykjavik, Elín Harðardóttir and Inga Guðlaugsdóttir have been 
using lupin to create a fibreboard that is self-binding, chemical-free and biodegradable. 
This new material could be used to create sustainable furniture in the future as an 
alternative solution for MDF which uses synthetic glues to bind the wood fibres 
together. The latest flat pack bookcase made out of lupin could be coming to an IKEA 
near you soon. 

Landfills are goldmines 

According to data from digital analysts at GSMA Intelligence there are now more 
mobile phones than there are people on this planet. Approximately only 13% of 
electronic waste generated around the world is recycled on an annual basis. Within the 
rest of that non-recycled electronic waste lay large quantities of precious metals such as 
gold, silver, copper and platinum. 

Through their work, Formafantasma scavenge gold from discarded electronic items and 
use it to create surface finishes on various objects and products. They draw attention to 
the vast amounts of digital waste and obsolete electronics, as well as the valuable 
materials used in them such as gold in computer circuit boards and palladium in hard 
drives and mobile phones. Through their projects, Formafantasma reference a future 
world in which natural metal reserves have been exhausted and where scavenging for 
metals and precious minerals in our man-made world will overtake conventional 
mining. It forces us to take a more responsible approach to electronic product design 
with the end-of-life disposal at the forefront of the design process. 

Colour grown from life 

According to environmental news agency EcoWatch, the textiles and clothing industry 
is the world’s second-largest polluter, coming up closely behind the oil industry. From 
the chemicals sprayed on textile crops to toxic dyes leaching into waterways, fumes 
from burned dead stock and the extravagant amount of natural resources used in 
extraction, farming, harvesting, processing, manufacturing and shipping – fashion’s 
environmental impact is massive. 
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In order to find an alternative to this destructive production chain, Natsai Audrey 
Chieza of Faber Futures has looked to the convergence of biology, technology and 
design in order to create textiles that are dyed using bacteria instead of chemical 
fixatives. 

To do this, Chieza impregnates silk with a small amount of Streptomyces coelicolor – a 
pigment-producing bacteria. After approximately 34 days of incubation, vivid pinks, 
blues, greens and yellows form organic abstract shapes on the delicate silk scarves. 
Imperfections in the pigmentation are the result of rogue bits of fungus mixing with the 
bacteria. As the bacteria is a living pigment little to no water is required in the 
application process. This is revolutionary as, by contrast, chemical dyeing techniques 
require and ultimately pollute significant quantities of water having serious ecological 
implications. 

Changing states: From liquid to solid 

With coconut water becoming the hangover cure of choice, sales of coconut products 
have surged over 500% in the last decade. Although some of the coconut is used and 
bottled, much is still wasted. To address this waste, Malai, a studio based on a coconut 
farming facility in South India is creating a leather-like material made entirely from the 
bacteria naturally derived from coconut waste that could replace leather goods made 
from animal skins. 

During the process, the bacteria that naturally occur in coconut water are placed in a 
humid environment. Left over 14 to 21 days the mixture ferments and a layer of 
cellulose grows, eventually turning into a jelly-like substance at the end of the period. 
The longer it is left, the thicker the material becomes eventually developing into a 
leather-like material. Malai’s product not only offers a potential solution to the coconut 
waste problem but also represents a responsible alternative to animal-based leathers as 
the bacterial cellulose material is totally biodegradable, water resistant and vegan. 

Changing states: From soft to solid 

Design studio Really is obsessed with waste. Like many designers and campaigners in 
the sustainable movement, they see waste as a resource that can help us move to a 
better model of circularity. In their work, they take soft waste fibres such as cotton from 
Danish industrial steam laundries, fabric recycling plants in Italy and leftover wool 
from textile manufacturer Kvadrat. Once collected all of the fibres are broken down and 
pressed into a hardboard material that can be used to create furniture and products. As 
the manufacturing process Really use to make their Solid Textile Board involves 
established technology and the raw materials that are widely available, so it could be 
successfully replicated in a multitude of international locations. The work of Really 
shows how a simple intervention can challenge designers and manufacturers to rethink 
their use of resources. 
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From the experimental to ones used in large-scale manufacturing, from handmade to 
machine-made, from physical to digital, from natural to synthetic and from ephemeral 
to enduring. Overlaps between them prove that borrowing from other sectors and 
sharing techniques can help us progress towards a responsible future that is more 
accepting of an interdisciplinary design approach. By looking at materials’ potential we 
can shape new meanings, with positive social, environmental, economic and political 
effects. 

The twentieth century has left us with a design heritage – and burden – whereby 
industrial societies are consuming and polluting the planet at an exponential rate, 
towards alarming outcomes. The designers and makers are working to address these 
challenges by each placing a material in the foreground of their response. As readers 
we’re invited to witness this extreme variety and to contemplate more deeply the 
multitude of values and roles we ascribe to matter. Most crucially, we’re encouraged to 
recognise that the meaning of matter is fluid. Just as our quest to find and solve new 
problems is ever-changing, so too are the values and roles we ascribe to materials. The 
question is how this holistic approach to and appreciation for materials can transcend 
into our own daily lives. 

And in fact what we have “is not so much a crisis of materials, but of how we think 
about them, organise them and use them” (Philip Ross, MycoWorks). And I couldn’t 
agree more! Materials can help to expose the cracks of our ailing systems; because they 
have the power to solidify new norms; because they can make more preferable futures 
tangible. 

About the author 
Seetal Solanki is a materials designer, researcher and educator based in London. She is Founder 
and Director of Ma-tt-er, a materials research design studio, consultancy and school, advising, 
designing, communicating and educating what materials are and can be in order to implement a 
more responsible future. Solanki is the author of “Why Materials Matter” (2018) and a Textiles 
Tutor at the Royal College of Art. 
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How to be a good human: The ethics of 
writing about design 

Jana Perković3 

Abstract 

Design is the intelligence behind how things are made. Environmental concerns, 
social justice and global politics all refract through the objects that we use and 
consume – but we do not often reflect on ethical considerations of design. In this 
article, I will share the vision behind Assemble Papers, a publication exploring 
small footprint living across art, architecture, design, urbanism, environment and 
financial affairs. The magazine was created with the agenda of building a broad 
community around the notion of living small, living urban and living ethically: 
ethical concerns permeate not only our editorial agenda, but also our code of 
internal conduct. Eight years since inception, we have articulated both our values 
and our ways of doing things, as well as ongoing processes for questioning our 
ways of doing things. From who we work with, to what products we do not 
endorse, and from matters of representation to matters of financial backing – 
here is a list of provocations for any design writer or editor, to do better, and be 
better. 

Keywords 

Design Writing; Design Criticism; Editorial Ethics; Design and Ethics 

In 2011, my friend Eugenia Lim asked me to be on the advisory board of a project she 
was starting with some friends. They were forming Assemble, a small-scale property 
development company that would build well-designed, community-oriented, small 
footprint apartment buildings in Melbourne. I had just returned from Berlin, and I 
knew the model she was talking about: all over Berlin, citizens were coming together to 
fund and build residential projects that combined good architectural design with high 
sustainability standards, creating good apartment buildings that contributed green and 
community spaces back to the neighbourhood. But, I told her, “This will never work 
here”, not in this suburban country where people saw housing as an investment, and 
often said that good fences make good neighbours. “There is no culture of sharing 
here,” I said. Undeterred, she responded, “We will create the culture.” “How?” I asked. 
“We will start a magazine,” she said. 
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I didn’t think it could work. However, in retrospect, it was a prescient move. Fast 
forward eight years, and Assemble is developing its third building, while many similar, 
small-scale community-oriented developers are at work in Melbourne and across 
Australia. Meanwhile, having returned from overseas, I found myself taking over the 
editorial role of Assemble Papers, now an established magazine, from Eugenia. 

This is the unusual origin story of Assemble Papers, a design magazine started with the 
purpose of articulating and building a community around the ethos of living 
consciously. Today, Assemble Papers is a respected online and print publication 
exploring small footprint living across art, design, architecture, urbanism, the 
environment and financial matters. The guiding vision behind our editorial policy is 
that, from culture and knowledge to what we eat and wear, how we live and what we 
consume matters. It is a thoughtful, practical, and above all optimistic magazine that 
celebrates ingenuity and inventiveness. 

At its core, Assemble Papers is a publication about living small. It is published in what 
may become Australia’s biggest city by 2050: Melbourne, a fast-growing city at a time 
of climate crisis. We accept this reality, but we believe that we need to be thinking 
about how to live a more sustainable city life. We wholeheartedly position ourselves at 
the forefront of a growing movement – in Melbourne and beyond – of everyday people 
trying to live wisely and well. Ethical concerns permeate our editorial agenda. Over the 
years, Assemble Papers has grown to include an increasingly diverse range of people, 
stories and issues, that align with our vision of a sustainable future, as we strive to be 
good global and local citizens.  

For an editor, this is a privileged position. In my days at work, I am challenged to think 
about the ethics of design in ways big and small, from the projects we cover, to the 
people we work with, from matters of representation to matters of finance.  

I have long settled for thinking of design as ‘the intelligence behind how things are 
made’, leaving aside the question of what it is that is being made. From architecture to 
textiles, print and graphics to pottery – from the spoon to the city, in the famous words 
of Ernesto Nathan Rogers (Tyrwhitt, Sert and Rogers 1952) – wherever something is 
being created, it is possible to discern the thinking behind it. And I believe that it is 
right and necessary to engage with the assumptions underpinning design objects, and 
bring to the fore the philosophy they reflect. 

I want to share some insights that have come out of this continuous work of refining 
and articulating an ethos of design that does good; some questions I have learnt to ask 
of myself and some guiding principles for our work. If our role – as design critics, 
editors and thinkers – is to nurture a conversation about the real role of design in the 
world today, then here is, I think, our to-do list. 
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Recognise humble design 

Everything that surrounds us was designed by someone, from our home to our street; 
from our breakfast cup and bowl, to the sink in which we left them, to the bus on which 
we got, in order to get to work, and even the timetable that the bus followed. The design 
media focuses all too often on covetable objects and superstar designers, which leads to 
a misunderstanding that design is something expensive, elitist and only for rare 
occasions. Strategic designer Dan Hill has said that design should be “a humble trade” 
(Perkovic 2017): at its core, design should be an invisible, un-celebrated work of 
striving to make things just a bit better – that’s when it works well.  

A note left by Naoto Fukasawa in Tokyo’s Atelier MUJI says, “Design is the integrity of 
things”. Ethics features in design first and foremost as the humble integrity of make 
and purpose. The difference between a draughty house and a well-sealed one, a 
comfortable and an uncomfortable chair, a transportation system that works seamlessly 
and one that doesn’t work at all: this is the difference that good design makes to our 
everyday life. Good design gives dignity to our days. Paradoxically, the better it works, 
the less likely we are to notice it. Dieter Rams says that good design is as little design as 
possible. The best design is invisible. Swiss trains; Australian public pools; beautiful, 
well-made public housing in Europe; the economic brilliance of informal settlements in 
India; Japanese kitchen utensils; the six-pack walk-up flats. How do we cut through the 
noise of endless bling, as editors and writers, and articulate the value, the beauty and 
the purpose of humble objects? We are not used to that – we lack the right words. Our 
jargon privileges the new, the shiny and the monumental over the common and the 
durable. What we value in design needs to shift. We could learn from Soetsu Yanagi, 
early 20th-century art critic and founder of the Japan Folk Crafts Museum. Yanagi 
relates everyday things to the Buddhist ethics of life devoted to sacrifice and service to 
others. Everyday things, he wrote, are our constant companions. As such, they should 
be made with care and built to last, aesthetically pleasing and pleasing to use (Yanagi 
2019). 

When we start to think about the quality of the things that surround us, we become 
attentive to how ordinary lives are lived, to what we really consume, to the objects we 
spend time with. And we realise that, truth be told, that $500 dress we will wear once 
contributes less to our happiness than that cleverly made vegetable peeler we use every 
day. Here is where our work as design thinkers begins: here is where our work attains a 
social purpose. 

Think carefully about what kind of society you are 
promoting 

Our prejudices and misconceptions inevitably reflect in our work. The British feminist 
collective Matrix wrote in the 1980s that our environment is designed “in accord with a 
set of ideas about how society works, who does what and who goes where”. They set out 
to draw our attention to the ways in which our built environment was sexist because it 
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was made, literally, by men; how it left women isolated in the suburbs, without cars to 
reach faraway shops, stuck in tiny kitchens. When designers make propositions about 
how we should live, what kind of society are they offering us? Is it one in which we 
share resources and pay back to society, or one which promotes mistrust and 
selfishness? Does it promote unsustainable levels of luxury, or slow and mindful 
consumption? Does it promote loneliness or community? Creativity or conformity? Is it 
socially aware or would it rather wish away inequalities? 

Did you know that school design in this country (reflecting an older British design 
standard) long mandated high window sills, above a child’s eye level, so that the 
children couldn’t look outside while they’re learning from books? In Victoria, designer 
Mary Featherston has spent more than 40 years researching and developing better, 
more child-centred spaces for learning: spaces that encourage engagement with the 
world, rather than creating docile, obedient, unimaginative workers (McGauran 2019). 

And speaking of docile, obedient and unimaginative, have you been to an Australian 
playground lately? You can tell a lot about how Australia values children by looking at 
our playgrounds, which are designed for everyone but for children. In Germany, 
however, not only is playground space mandated per head of population, but they are 
designed with the aim of “giving children the opportunity to develop psychological and 
physical capabilities, and promoting socialisation” (Kinderspielplatzgesetz 1995). 
Playgrounds are managed by parents and trained educators. Notably, their design is 
regulated not by fear of legal liability should a child get hurt, but by the rule that all 
equipment should be popular with children: infrequently used play equipment must be 
“improved or replaced” (Kinderspielplatzgesetz 1995). No wonder, then, that 
playgrounds in Germany are creative wonderlands that encourage exploration, 
adventure and self-reliance. Parents – mothers – are expected to keep their adult selves 
separate from their children’s play; in some playgrounds, they’re not even allowed to 
enter. Playgrounds often come with fully equipped cafes for parents to rest and 
socialise. As urbanist Mitra Anderson-Oliver wrote recently, this makes parents feel 
valued and included in society (Anderson-Oliver 2019).  

Look for the long-term legacy 

Whatever values are built into our environment are then also perpetuated. As Kazuyo 
Sejima says, “Architecture is how people meet in space” (Roux 2010). Because design 
results in objects, which often become standardised, we feel its effects long into the 
future. There is an agency to things: if we design differently, we will live differently. If 
you have ever used a kitchen, you have benefitted from the work of Margarete Schütte-
Lihotzky, who in 1926 designed the first ergonomic, modern kitchen. The so-called 
‘Frankfurt Kitchen’ was thought out expressly to simplify the housewife’s daily work. 
Schütte-Lihotzky believed that housework was work, that a housewife was a profession; 
and that, as such, a kitchen was a workplace that needed to be studied and optimised 
and rationalised for efficiency. She did detailed time-motion studies, looking at kitchen 
work flows, the number and length of steps between kitchen tasks, and planned and re-
designed her kitchen to make cooking as easy and fast as possible – to relieve women of 
unnecessary effort. 
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Most of the pressing problems we have today – from housing affordability to climate 
change to waste – we have inherited from someone else. How do we find our editorial 
way into intergenerational accountability? Looking for legacy means highlighting the 
time embedded in design. It means recognising designers for their whole body of work, 
recognising and celebrating re-use of buildings and objects, and telling the long story of 
how something got to be here. 

At Assemble Papers, we have a particular interest in the legacy of public housing 
programs. Throughout the 20th century, public housing was seen as a long-term 
investment of public money into key infrastructure, which also created an opportunity 
for sustained investigation into housing design. In the 1970s, 50% of UK architects 
were employed by the public sector, designing public housing and infrastructure, 
shaping public life very directly – and humbly, and anonymously. Today, that figure is 
1% and our idea of an architect is a person who builds big houses for rich people. Yet 
buildings created during that time – across the world – still show us what is possible 
when housing is designed not for profit, but for living. Countries that have maintained 
sustained investment into housing have nurtured a robust, diverse, high-quality 
housing sector. If we insisted that bad design has long-term social consequences, we 
would avoid tragedies such as the Grenfell Tower fire that killed 72 people in London in 
2017. The public housing tower was renovated on the cheap, and covered in highly 
flammable cladding that acted as a fire conduit. How will history judge that decision? 

Be realistic about money 

A poster at the entrance of Holzmarkt in Berlin says: “Big dreams need space and 
courageous investors” (Zabel 2019). Holzmarkt is a hand-crafted, grassroots-developed 
mixed-use neighbourhood in Berlin. It started as an illegal club, then continued on an 
annually renewed ‘peppercorn lease’, was evicted when the Berlin utilities company 
tried to sell the site at an inflated price, spent years in court, and eventually partnered 
with an ethical superannuation fund from Switzerland which bought the site early 
enough to avoid the property boom that hit Berlin soon after. Today, Holzmarkt is 
organised as a co-operative of small investors. Its story cannot be told without talking 
about money, because it has been entirely determined by money. 

Once you commit to telling stories of design that tries to do good in the world, you will 
realise that the key question every single time is – how did they find the money to pull 
it off? Was it innovative crowd-funding or a member/shareholder structure; low-
interest loans that certain governments make available to non-profit and socially 
beneficial projects; or direct public investment, by an enlightened local council or 
nation? And when none of this is in place, are we recognising that the good design we 
are celebrating is unsubsidised, expensive, sometimes unachievably expensive to most? 
Can we commit to being honest about the price of those humble beach shacks, those 
inner-city worker’s cottages? Can we commit to recognising that most people in 
Australia will rent well into their thirties and forties, sometimes forever? Can we be 
honest about the cost of aged care and childcare, and the real need to configure our 
cities to adjust to new forms of family that emerge through these financial pressures? 
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Once we accept that money matters, we discover design stories of ingenuity and 
creativity: tiny backyard bungalows of Melbourne; LGBT co-housing in Sydney. 

Amplify voices 

And, while we’re at it, are we showing the real diversity of the world? Or are we scared? 
Grace Bonney, the editor of Design*Sponge, a Brooklyn-based craft blog, came out as 
gay in 2013. And when she came out, she said, “the weight of my own hypocrisy felt 
overwhelming” (Bonney 2016). “I became incredibly aware of my [web]site being part 
of the problem, in the lifestyle community, of just putting [up] the same type of person, 
and the same type of family [over and over again]”. In 2017, at Assemble Papers we 
were looking at how family life was changing with inner-city apartment living, which 
means living closer together in ever more inventive configurations. As we were 
preparing an issue on new forms of family living, Australia was suddenly embroiled in a 
nation-wide vote on the rights of LGBT persons to marry. And we, simultaneously, 
realised that we had never featured an LGBT family in all our house tours. It was a 
wake-up call. Our next issue, themed ‘Radical Family’, is the one I am most proud of. 
With it began our commitment to better representing our lived reality, and celebrating 
the diversity that surrounds us – rainbow families of every sort, alternative lifestyles, 
services that support them, share houses, extended families, co-living and co-housing 
on a range of incomes – in every issue, every year, in everything we do. The house tour 
is subtly normative: it tells our readers whose lives are desirable, celebrated and 
normal. And so is this a subtle form of activism that we quietly, humbly maintain in our 
editorial agenda. 

Start necessary conversations 

It also led us to examine an uncomfortable question: who owns the land on which our 
magnificent architecture is built? What does it mean to say that in Canberra we meet on 
the land of Ngunnawal people, whose sovereignty was never ceded, and with whom a 
treaty has never been signed? As writers, how do we address the indisputable fact that 
every latest impressive Australian architectural project is built on stolen land? This is 
an uncomfortable question, and there are no good answers. But you know an important 
question when it makes you scared. Are we being brave enough to start the necessary 
conversations, even if we don’t know where the answer will take us?  

For an editor, recognising an important topic is empowering. Once we stop running 
away from the question of decolonisation, the complexity of the situation we have 
inherited becomes apparent – and with it, many topics to consider, and many voices 
that can teach us something. Future Method in Redfern have educated us about how 
public housing has been used to displace Aboriginal Australians. Paola Balla has 
introduced us to Blak matriarchy, and Aboriginal craft as a form of activism. Refuge in 
North Melbourne is a long-term project that connects emergency services workers with 
the wisdom of the world’s oldest living culture, to better understand what climate 
change will mean for this country. Architecture historian Mabel O. Wilson alerts us to 
ways in which public spaces and monuments erase stories that makes us 
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uncomfortable, while Lesley Lokko teaches us how cities in apartheid were segregated 
through architectural design and urban planning. We cannot dissolve this difficult 
legacy of colonisation from today to tomorrow, but we can use our work to shine a light 
on how colonisation has been designed. And what has been designed, certainly can be 
redesigned. 

Some notes on integrity 

I want to finish on a note about integrity. Integrity comes from the Latin word that 
means ‘whole’. Integrity means you do what you say, and be who you say you are. 
Integrity is not something you can have in degrees: you either act with an ethical 
consistency, or you do not. 

As Assemble Papers has grown beyond the initial small circle, it has become 
increasingly necessary to formalise and document our values. Importantly, rather than 
writing a manifesto, we strive to write rules of conduct for ourselves. Our values are not 
worth much if they don’t inform our actions, consistently, every day, and in everything 
we do.  

And so: we choose carefully who we associate with. We strive to use our privileged 
position to amplify marginalised voices. We ask questions and admit when we don’t 
know the answers. We focus on developing long-term relationships, rather than one-off 
projects. We pay our contributors fairly, and offer recognition when we can’t. We treat 
well everyone who passes through our space – be they a writer, speaker or reader. If we 
cannot treat them well, we shouldn’t be working with them. We encourage having kids 
and pets in the office, because it makes everyone happy. We value good food and try to 
eat together every day. We treat our team members’ free time as sacred. And we laugh a 
lot, every day in the office. 

In summary, we try to design our workplace with the same integrity that we seek in the 
design projects we write about. It is an iterative, humble process, full of mistakes, and 
of incremental improvement. We are doing well; we could be doing better. This time 
next year, we will be doing better. 

But – the importance of ‘good enough’ 

I want to end with a story. A few months ago, I organised and chaired a panel 
discussion on minimal living in East Asia. I took care to invite mostly women, mostly 
women of colour in fact. I prepared questions that carefully avoided exoticizing Asian 
cities and everyday life. During the event, I asked questions carefully in order to ensure 
the discussion wasn’t dominated by the white men on the panel. I drew out the women 
by asking them direct questions that drew on their specific professional expertise, 
framing their work as important and interesting. I thought I managed well, but the 
event left me very tired. While waiting for an Uber to take me back to the office, I 
snapped a photo of myself and my takeaway coffee and sent it to my friend with the 
words: “I’ve done it!”. And he replied immediately with: “Ugh, a disposable coffee cup.” 
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In other words, it will never be a 100% win. We will always get it a little bit wrong; and 
that’s OK. We are limited in what we do, because we live in an imperfect world in which 
our actions are limited by decisions made by the generations that came before us, and 
systems too big to change overnight. As the great urbanist Jane Jacobs wrote: “Being 
human is itself difficult, and therefore all kinds of settlements (except dream cities) 
have problems. Big cities have difficulties in abundance, because they have people in 
abundance”. 

But here, again, we need design. As Alice Rawsthorn said a few years ago, design as a 
discipline, as a practice, as a job, is fundamentally an agent of change. Design is the 
intelligence that allows us to rethink how we can make things better.  

In making design magazines, we are also designers: we design editorial agendas, 
processes, team culture. Architect Glenn Murcutt is fond of saying, “Since most of us 
spend our lives doing ordinary tasks, the most important thing is to carry them out 
extraordinarily well” (Perkovic 2019). 

So let’s be humble and thoughtful, and try to design a better world, one step at a time, 
one day at a time. Take care of your readers, take care of each other – and think about 
the world you help create. Start today. In a year’s time, it won’t be perfect, but it will be 
much better. 
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Plastic chairs: Addressing the 
environmental emergency 

Geoff Isaac4 

Abstract 

This article argues that product designers working with plastics can respond to 
our environmental emergency while satisfying their clients’ commercial demands 
through a case study of plastic chairs. Through the lens of the ‘waste hierarchy’ 
this article demonstrates how contemporary designs can improve both 
environmental and commercial outcomes with innovative plastic products. 
Avoiding waste is the preferred strategy in the ‘waste hierarchy’. To tackle the 
environmental crisis, we must reduce our reliance on fossil fuels, currently the 
main source of plastics. However, plastics can be made from organic material. 
Currently, less than 1% of plastic is made from renewable biomass sources, but 
advanced designers have already started to explore the potential of these 
biodegradable materials. In 2014, Karim Rashid developed the Siamese chair 
made from an eco-plastic derived from fast-regenerating Brazilian trees, 
completely avoiding fossil-based plastics. More common today are products that 
align to the second preferred option in the ‘waste hierarchy’ – to reduce or 
minimise waste. Decreasing the materials and energy required to produce a 
product perfectly aligns with capitalist management’s traditional focus on 
maximising profit. I argue that product designers can influence the uptake of 
environmentally efficient product design, but this is not enough. Ultimately, we 
must create a movement that challenges the dominance of petrochemicals as the 
main source of plastics. I aim to demonstrate that new technologies can be 
adopted to reduce consumption of scarce resources, satisfying both 
environmental and economic goals. 

Keywords 

Plastic; Bioplastic; Biopolymers; Recycled Plastic; Karim Rashid; Siamese Chair; Yoris 
Laarman; Bone Chair 
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Introduction 

A chair made from fruit could hold a key to solving the environmental crisis caused by 
plastics. During 2019, the world produced at least 380 million tonnes of plastic, 190 
times more than in 1950. If the demand for plastic continues to grow at its current rate 
of 4% a year, emissions from plastic production will increase from 4% to 15% of global 
emissions by 2050, making it virtually impossible to reach global emissions-reduction 
targets (Geyer et al. 2017). The immediate plastic crisis is not caused by products 
themselves but the inappropriate disposal of plastics, particularly packaging. Plastics 
get littered or dumped, finding their way into our oceans and waterways, fueling a 
consumer backlash that has resulted in bans on plastic bags and single use plastics and 
drives the increasing popularity of the media-driven war on plastics. The increasingly 
negative image for plastics generally is encouraging product designers to experiment 
with new materials and production techniques designed to reduce their environmental 
impact. 

One of the first chairs to emerge using a bioplastic was the Siamese chair by Karim 
Rashid. Rashid is one of the most commercially successfully designers and claims to 
have over 4,000 designs in production and to have won over 300 awards (Rashid 
2019). 

Rashid is a proponent of democratic design, as promoted by Philipe Starck, and is 
interested in taking design to a wider audience. Rashid is particularly interested in 
using plastics to make his designs more accessible or democratic. Sustainability 
concerns were top of mind when he designed the Siamese chair for the Brazilian 
company A Lot of Brazil, which specialises in manufacturing furniture using 
renewable, locally sourced materials.  

The Siamese chair (Figure 1) is made out of a new class of plastics made from biomass 
(organic matter). In this case the shell of the chair is made from completely renewable 
resources: bark from the Ipe Roxo (or pink trumpet tree), which regenerates in two 
years, combined with Acai, the use of which means the Siamese chair is, so far, the only 
chair to be made from a fruit. Usually 40% of the bark removed from the Ipe Roxo tree 
is discarded, as it is excessively moist, and this waste was used to develop the plastic for 
the chair (Koellner 2014). Rashid had to respond to the characteristics of this new 
material to develop the final form; the new plastic did not have sufficient structural 
strength to support a monobloc design (metal legs were added) and was not suitable to 
be used in thin moulds, so a bulky design was needed to provide the necessary strength. 

 

https://www.alotofbrasil.com.br/
https://www.alotofbrasil.com.br/cadeirasiamese
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Figure 1. Siamese chair by Karim Rashid for A Lot of Brazil, 2014 

(reproduced with permission from Karim Rashid). 

I first encountered the Siamese chair in my international research focusing on plastic 
chairs from their initial development in the late 1930s. Chairs are often referred to as 
the quintessential design object – success can only be achieved by those designers with 
a strong understanding of the engineering challenges that need to be resolved in order 
to develop a successful design. Despite these challenges new chair designs are 
consistently revealed quickly after a new technology or material is developed. This 
decade has seen a flourish of activity with designers rushing to experiment with new 
materials and manufacturing techniques aimed at reducing the environmental impact 
of their work.  

Pyramid of waste 

It can be confusing to evaluate the effectiveness of these efforts but I have found it 
useful to rank designs by placing them on the waste hierarchy, a tool developed to 
illustrate the preferred (most sustainable) treatment of waste. The most desired 
outcome for any waste is to avoid creating it all together. When waste cannot be 
avoided the hierarchy shows us the next best option to consider – reduce, reuse, 
recycle, recovery, with disposal as the last resort. 

https://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/your-environment/recycling-and-reuse/warr-strategy/the-waste-hierarchy
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Most plastic chairs currently on the market are focused toward the bottom of the 
pyramid and are destined to end their days buried in landfill sites. While some chairs 
proudly claim they are made from materials that are fully recyclable – it is highly 
unlikely that they will actually be recycled, particularly given the recent developments 
impacting the global recycling industry.5 

Further up the waste hierarchy there are innovative technologies and materials 
designed to reduce our dependence on petrochemicals. Many chairs are being 
manufactured using recycled (as opposed to recyclable) plastics. Also, many designers 
are experimenting with new technologies that can significantly reduce the quantity of 
material needed to make a product and even offer the possibility of eliminating 
packaging and transportation costs. Right at the top of the waste hierarchy a few 
designers are experimenting with materials which will potentially allow organic 
materials to take the place of traditional plastic – thereby avoiding the traditional 
plastics issue altogether. As we have seen, Rashid was among the first to experiment 
with bioplastics, or plastics made from biomass rather than petrochemicals. 

More common today are products that align to the second preferred option in the waste 
hierarchy – to reduce or minimise waste. It is not surprising that there is activity in this 
space as decreasing the materials and energy required to produce a product perfectly 
aligns with organisational goals to maximise profit. 

Joris Laarman’s Bone chair (Figure 2) is the first chair to be co-designed with a 
computer and showcases how artificial intelligence has potential to optimise designs to 
minimise the use of scarce resources. The chair features a smooth-rounded seat and a 
high flat back, supported on three feet with legs formed like branches of a tree, 
immediately dividing to provide support where most is needed. The significance of this 
unique design was immediately recognised, with major museums in Europe and the 
United States of America buying examples, while the press, including the New York 
Times, hailed Dutch designer Joris Laarman, aged just 27, as the new Marc Newson 
(Giovannini 2017). The market was also quick to recognise this young talent with a 
Bone chair (from this limited edition of 12) changing hands at auction, in October 2019, 
for £237,500 (AUD$450,000) (Phillips 2019). 

The design is therefore very niche (and efforts to mass produce a version of the chair 
failed) however, as highlighted by Ceschin in his PhD (Ceschin 2012) and Gaziulusoy in 
a paper summarising multi-level perspective (MLP) transition theory, “The niche 
innovation’s level is particularly important as this is where the novelties initially 
emerge from the dynamics of the socio-technical regime, later putting pressure on it” 
(Gaziulusoy 2019). Niche incubation is seen is a key strategy to drive change across 
society. 

 

 
5 China’s National Sword policy applied more rigorous contamination standards for plastic waste (0.5%), 
which most recycling processing facilities cannot currently reach, effectively stopping the export of plastic 
waste to China, with other Asian countries quickly following. 

https://www.jorislaarman.com/work/arm-chair/
https://www.phillips.com/detail/joris-laarman/UK050219/124
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Figure 2. Bone armchair, Joris Laarman Labs, 2007 

(reproduced with permission from Joris Laarman Studio BV). 

Laarman used software developed for the automobile industry using biomimicry 
principles to optimise the use of resources based on the study of trees and bones. 
Importantly, the process is subtractive rather than additive as with 3D printing. 

The program removed material from the defined cube to optimise the use of resources, 
leaving thicker elements to bear loads and slimming down the remainder. The end 
product does have visual similarities with both trees and bones, unsurprising given 
both evolved using a similar process – reinforcing areas exposed to stress while 
eliminating unnecessary weight. Experimentation was used to optimise the plastic to 
gain the required finish, with white Carrara marble powder added to the polyurethane 
casting resin to achieve the attractive porcelain like finish. 

The most important aspect of this design is that it is the first chair to be co-created with 
a computer. Previously, computers have been used purely as tools by designers to bring 
life to their creations but this work demonstrates that computers are now becoming 
powerful enough to participate in co-design – doing what they do best: performing 
complex calculations potentially facilitating a reduction in the consumption of 
materials, which deliver flow-on benefits through lower transportation costs.  
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Relevance to product designers 

As consumer products only account for 11% of all plastics used (Geyer et al. 2017), one 
might think efforts to reduce plastic use are better focused elsewhere, particularly on 
developing alternatives for packaging.6 However, consumer products are highly visible 
and all packaging was designed by someone. Looking ahead, the use of traditional 
plastics will undoubtedly attract increasing criticism as the popularity of the war on 
plastics increases. It is almost certain that product designers, together with clients and 
manufacturers, will face increased scrutiny as they participate in the production of an 
endless array of consumer goods, many of which are designed to be quickly disposed of 
simply to make way for the next improved model. In addition, the use of bioplastics in 
consumer products can be seen as an important niche market that can support the 
adoption of these new materials by branching their use into new markets (in addition to 
packaging), helping to develop much needed economies of scale for their 
manufacturers (Geels 2005). 

A review of the tools available to reduce our dependence on fossil-fuel based plastics 
highlights the importance of the role of product designers. There are four groups of 
levers (or tools) that could be used to reduce demand for plastics (Zheng Suh 2019). 
Firstly, we can attempt to manage demand. Price is the main tool here – oil price 
increases from wars in the Middle East are useful to stem demand – but they are 
usually short-lived. A carbon tax would be a better long-term fix, but unlikely to occur – 
at least in Australia. It is encouraging to see Andrew Forrest has launched a global 
initiative to get major manufactures to sign up for a voluntary levy on fossil-fuel 
plastics (Cox 2019). Although, with thousands (or even tens of thousands) of small 
manufacturers eager to expand production, it is difficult to imagine how this initiative 
can succeed.7 

Secondly, switching to renewable energy to manufacture plastic would dramatically 
reduce the greenhouse gas impact from the industry. Again, this is a long-term solution 
requiring political will and serious investment (and, ironically, many plastic 
components). Thirdly, we could increase our recycling rates, making the plastics 
industry more circular – but given only 9% of all the plastic ever made has been 
recycled (Geyer et al. 2017.), and China (and other Asian countries) have stopped 
taking everyone else’s waste, the reality is it will be years before Western countries can 
obtain planning permission and develop the infrastructure required to have a 
significant impact on the proportion recycled. In the short-term, designers have an 
important role to play here. By considering what will happen at the end of a product’s 
life, designs can be developed for ease of disassembly, allowing materials to be easily 

 
6 For example, the recent European Union directive on the reduction of the impact of certain plastic 
products on the environment. 
7 Dematerialisation is also relevant in reducing demand – as we have seen with CDs and DVDs, the very 
need for these plastic products has been replaced by advances in digital technology, reducing or 
completely eliminating demand for plastic discs. In Australia, plastic bank notes are quickly disappearing 
as the popularity of cashless payment methods increases. 
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separated to facilitate economically viable recycling. Finally, we can investigate 
alternative raw materials to replace petroleum to create polymers. Although this 
bioplastic market is embryonic, only accounting for less than 1% of all the plastic 
produced this year, there are some exciting recent developments. As already discussed, 
product designers have already started exploring this fourth option, the main option 
that designers have the power to influence if they are interested in improving the 
environmental footprint of their products. I should emphasise here the role of other 
actors, notably clients and manufacturers, as product designers often have very little 
agency in the final selection of materials. However, making the information needed for 
designers to familiarise themselves with the properties of these new alternative 
materials will better place them to guide projects toward more sustainable outcomes.  

Designers stepping into the bioplastic market are met with a bewildering range of 
brand names, jargon, acronyms and marketing claims that make it difficult to evaluate 
the environmental credentials of these new materials. For example, the bioplastic used 
to develop the Siamese chair is made from a renewable biomass resource that is 
claimed to be completely biodegradable – although no information has been published 
on the conditions needed for this plastic to degrade or how long it would take. More 
generally, many confusing claims are made about the biodegradability of bioplastics 
(Lackner 2015; UK Government 2019). Often what is meant is that the product will 
degrade to carbon, water and biomass but only under certain heat and moisture 
conditions – usually those prevalent at industrial composting facilities, which are rare 
(Plastics Industry Association, 2019). Developments in the bioplastic industry have 
been driven by the need to develop alternatives to plastic packaging, hence the focus on 
degradability. However, biodegradability is unlikely to be an important consideration 
for product designers. If they are concerned with the impact on the environment 
designers probably want their creations to last decades. It is probably more appropriate 
to focus on the recyclability of the new materials available which contributes to the 
circular economy. While many of these materials are theoretically recyclable, like all 
plastics, bioplastics can only be recycled if sorted and treated with the same material. 
Sorting is challenging as all bioplastics are currently labelled ‘7’, a catch-all ‘other’ 
category in the Resin Identification Code scale, which also includes various petroleum-
based plastics. Together with a lack of sorting infrastructure this means bioplastics are 
highly unlikely to be recycled in the short term. 

Navigating the jargon 

A key to cutting through the jargon is to investigate what the bioplastic is made from. 
The term ‘bioplastics’ has been abused and often applied to plastics containing as little 
as 20% biomass – the remainder, up to 80%, can be traditional petrochemicals. The 
term bioplastic does not offer any assurance that the substance is biodegradable. Often 
referred to as drop-in polymers, these hybridised plastics are popular with 
manufacturers as they can be dropped in to replace fossil-based ingredients without the 
need to alter existing machines or processes. These compounds are often 
environmental disasters and will not biodegrade. 
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As many bioplastics are new, product designers and manufacturers need to familiarise 
themselves with the properties of the material and satisfy themselves they are fit for 
purpose. Of special concern might be the melting point, heat and impact resistance of 
some of these new materials (which are often lower than conventional plastics). Also 
worth highlighting is the fact that some bioplastics are significantly denser than 
traditional plastics, by about 20% (Lackner 2015), which not only affects the final 
product but can have significant environmental impacts, from the additional energy 
needed for transportation. 

Beyond this basic evaluation of the new materials’ suitability to a specific task, 
environmentally conscious designers and manufacturers need to consider a full 
lifecycle assessment – where did the material come from and how will it end its life? 
Even the briefest consideration of these issues outlines just how complex this task can 
become. If bioplastics are produced from agricultural crops they are immediately 
competing for land use, which is already in short supply, let alone with the projected 
increase in population expected by the end of this century. How the land was cleared, 
how the crops were fertilised, farmed and harvested and what chemicals are used in the 
manufacturing process, potentially causing ecotoxicity, are also important 
considerations.  

Although many, including Tony Fry (Fry 2009) and those working in Transitional 
Design (Tonkinwise et al. 2015), would argue that this should be the concern of all 
product designers, for example: 

To continue with business as usual with a few token gestures toward 
‘sustainability’ is frankly a disposition of collective stupidity. No matter 
how hard or painful, a process of substantial affirmative change is 
essential. (Fry, 2017) 

The reality is that, faced with tight deadlines and heavy workloads, most product 
designers do not have the time needed to grapple with these issues. In any event, 
manufacturers and clients often have firm views on what materials should be used and 
are determined to continue to use manufacturing processes they have invested both 
time and money to perfect.  

While there have been many calls for, ‘design-led societal change, few 
have articulated how to undertake and lead/catalyze such change, nor 
have they identified the areas of knowledge and investigation required to 
do so.’ (Tonkinwise et al. 2016, p3) 

I propose to examine the tools being developed in this new area of academic study and 
evaluate their relevance to product designers seeking to drive change within the 
systems they operate. As part of my research I am talking to designers and 
manufacturers about these issues and the barriers to working with new materials and 
technologies. The interviews, so far, definitely highlight some of the misunderstandings 
around the materials and their end-of-life prospects. I hope to expand my interview 
base to include a wide range of designers and to further explore these barriers to 
adoption. 
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Conclusion 

In the short term, it is most likely we will see more new plastic chair designs that will be 
ranked toward the centre of the waste pyramid. There are great advances in additive 
manufacturing – with 3D printing offering the added benefits of potentially reducing 
transportation and packaging costs – allowing products to be created at, or near, their 
point of consumption. Joris Laarman has already made available a Puzzle chair that can 
be downloaded and printed on a standard domestic 3D printer – although you do need 
a spare 240 hours to print it! We are also beginning to see new technologies explored to 
reduce the amount of material needed to create a product. More commonly, designers 
are experimenting with recycled plastics – making chairs from recovered ocean plastics 
(Snøhetta’s S-1500 chair, Figure 3), children’s toys (Vanessa Yuan & Joris Vanbriel’s 
Chair Charlie, Figure 4) or even household plastic waste (Thomas Pedersen’s Falk 
chair, Figure 5). 

 
Figure 3. S-1500 chair by Snøhetta, for Nordic Comfort Products, 2019 

(image credit Bjørnar Øvrebø, reproduced with permission from Snøhetta). 

All these efforts are welcome if we are to make an impact on our consumption of 
plastic. In the first 10 years of this century we created more plastic than in the entire 
twentieth century. As pressure to focus on the climate emergency intensifies it is likely 
that product designers will be held increasingly accountable for their creations and 
encouraged to embrace Herbert Simon’s definition of design as ‘devising a course of 
action aimed at changing existing situations into preferred ones’ (Simon 1996). 

https://www.bitsandparts.org/
https://snohetta.com/projects/423-s-1500-revamping-an-icon-by-rethinking-industrial-recycling
https://www.ecobirdy.com/collections/kids-furniture/products/charlie-chair-ocean
https://www.ecobirdy.com/collections/kids-furniture/products/charlie-chair-ocean
https://houe.com/Products/indoor%20Chairs/Model/FALK%20with%20armrest?variantid=883
https://houe.com/Products/indoor%20Chairs/Model/FALK%20with%20armrest?variantid=883
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Figure 4. Chair Charlie by Vanessa Yuan & Joris Vanbriel for ecoBirdy, 2018 

(image credit Arne Jennard, reproduced with permission from ecoBirdy). 

 
Figure 5. Falk chair by Thomas Pedersen for Houe, 2019 

(reproduced with permission from Thomas Pedersen). 
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This article outlines a range of emerging technologies and materials, already available 
to allow designers to continue to enjoy the benefits and economies of working with 
plastics while participating in the movement to replace fossil fuels as their main 
ingredient. There is a need to support designers looking to improve the environmental 
impact of the products they design and to investigate if plastic made from fruit, or other 
organic material, really can be part of the solution to our environmental emergency. 
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Self-narrating cloth: The aesthetics of (a) 
weaving 

Jessica Priemus8 

Abstract 

Despite almost universal participation in textile use, an understanding of the 
fundamentals of textile construction within the global north appears to be 
increasingly superficial. The typical person is largely unexposed to the making 
process of textiles and textile products, as production is outsourced to locations 
distant from the final user. In recent years, fashion and textile designers have 
attempted to engage users in their making processes through the use of various 
supporting media. My intention is not to disregard the production of additional 
media, but to propose a turn to utilising the textile itself as the site for further 
user engagement. In this article I reflect on my experiences working with weavers 
in rural Bangladesh as part of my creative practice and postgraduate research. 
There, through multisensorial observation, I began to see each ‘weaving’ 
(noun/verb) not as a flat thing but as a multidimensional changescape (Gibson 
vii). Ephemeral moments occurring during the making process were found to 
materialise within each weaving, acting as a physical record of the spatial, 
temporal and personal traces of making. Using photography, these traces have 
been visually amplified in order to involve each weaving in the narration of its 
own creation.  

Keywords 

Weaving; Making Processes; Textile Research; Construction Narratives; Changescapes; 
Mutability 

Introduction 

I suppose I was a child when I first regarded the textile as flat. When accompanying my 
mother to the fabric store for supplies in order to sew my school uniform, I considered 
woven cloth (or ‘material’ as we called it) an ingredient, a raw material, a thing that 
other things would be constructed from. That it had already been constructed – a check 
pattern intentionally woven into its very being, weft over warp – eluded me, because 
many of the spatial and temporal traces of weaving (particularly in machine-loomed 

 
 Jessica Priemus: jessica.priemus@curtin.edu.au 
8 Curtin University, Australia 
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cloth) are virtually invisible to the naked eye. I imagined the textile as flat and static, 
disregarding its assembly: the horizontal and vertical threads, intertwining and 
intersecting perpendicularly, creating their own structure. Through postgraduate 
research and creative practice experience in fashion, textiles and interiors, I have 
become aware that I was not alone in taking this position. Despite almost universal 
participation in textile use, an understanding of the fundamentals of textile 
construction within Australia appears to be waning. Due to shifts in the global textile 
and garment industry and in domestic structures, it is now typical that Australian 
residents are largely unexposed to the making process of cloth because production is 
outsourced to locations distant from them. 

This article tracks my own learning of the textile as the opposite of flat. I have come to 
see it as multidimensional, or, in Ross Gibson’s words, a changescape (vii). This 
understanding came through observing artisans constructing hand-woven cotton cloth 
at a fair-trade garment and textile cooperative, Thanapara Swallows Development 
Society (TSDS), in Rajshahi, Bangladesh. The textiles (example shown in Figure 1) were 
being woven for my ‘socially and ecologically conscious’ fashion label, Bhalo, which 
operated in Australia from 2009 to 2016. What began as a trip in 2014 to oversee 
production in order to reduce miscommunications and subsequent errors became an 
experience in understanding the multiple processes involved in creating a textile. A rich 
account of events could be textually narrated about the experiences in the workshop – 
the rhythmic clinking of the fly shuttle looms, the repetitive round-arm motions of 
winding bobbins, the smell of the wood fire stoves used to boil the yarn, and personal 
exchanges occurring throughout. However, what started to interest me more was how 
each of these ephemeral moments were physically materialising in the cloth itself. Each 
length of cloth began to represent an intensified and materialised version of the 
external conditions that produced it (Gibson 4). 

 
Figure 1. A cut raw edge of woven cotton cloth produced for 
Bhalo by TSDS (reproduced with permission, Yarwood 2019). 
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In recent years, fashion and textile designers have attempted to engage users in these 
making processes and textile origins through the use of various supporting media. Brief 
and curated ‘haptic’ videos of work being made are commonly exhibited through social 
media channels (Masri, “No Touching”), and advertising copy is increasingly engaged 
with construction details such as maker, origin, technique and materiality. The 
intention of my research is not to disregard the production of this additional media, but 
to propose a turn to utilising the textile itself as the site for further user engagement. In 
this article, I detect the visible processes of weaving embedded in cloth (designed by 
myself) through process observation and photography. I identify particular intentional, 
unintentional and incidental traces of the event of hand weaving which are embedded 
into the artefact of weaving. It is through observing these traces of making (visible in 
Figure 2, below) that I came to believe a woven textile has the visual and haptic 
capability to narrate the story of its construction. 

 
Figure 2. Snags, skipped threads and other traces of hand making 

in woven cotton cloth produced for Bhalo by TSDS 
(reproduced with permission, Yarwood 2019). 

Zooming in 

The traces that identify a textile as handmade are arguably its imperfections. By 
experiencing a more imperfect surface we can relate it to craft or artisanal work – the 
work of a person, embedding a certain inconsistency that may be caused by the 
roughness of the hand, and the non-homogenous rhythms of working that are 
invariably visible, though subtle. Aspects such as irregular selvedge (Figure 3) or weave 
structure, varying thread sizes and colour variation may also express this. 

This article involves ‘zooming in’ and inspection of the woven textile closely to identify 
covert traces that may normally be hidden or appear invisible. Through the close-up 
presentation of designed woven textiles presented in this article I aim to highlight the 
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often-subtle traces of making present in hand-woven cloth. Throughout my time 
working with Bhalo I began to consider cloth a finished object/thing in its own right. By 
‘zooming in’ I was able to fully appreciate the woven textile as multidimensional, not 
just a raw material to be constructed from (as past-me would have believed) – rather a 
thing which had already undergone a process of construction. 

During my process of closely examining the physical structure of textiles, the closer I 
looked the simpler cloth seemed. Instead of a convoluted world of intertwining fibres, I 
witnessed all that (plain) weaving is: two intersecting threads. They don’t hook around 
each other or make any kind of complex exchange – they simply pass each other, taking 
the decision to either go over, or under. The repetition of this action over and over 
again creates a length of cloth. When this repetitive act of intersections is intentionally 
highlighted through weave, either by pattern, colour, or yarn, it invites the wearer or 
viewer to also observe this microscopic world and, perhaps as I did, to begin to consider 
the textile as spatial and mutable. 

 
Figure 3. Selvedge on hand-woven cloth sample produced at TSDS. The selvedge 

(edges) of handwoven cloth are often indicators of the skill level of a weaver 
as it is something controlled by ‘feel’ and learned through experience 

(reproduced with permission, Yarwood 2019). 

The act of weaving is commonly defined as forming fabric by interlacing horizontal and 
vertical threads. However, as I observed the weaving process, I came to understand that 
the creation of a woven fabric requires much more than just the act of ‘weaving’ fibres 
together. At TSDS the process begins with acquiring the pre-spun cotton, then includes 
dyeing, bobbin winding, and warping the fly-shuttle hand loom. Eventually this leads to 
‘throwing the weft’ – the action-packed and rhythmic action that I had previously 
considered as the primary event of weaving. Constructing a textile involves multiple 
people, multiple tools and multiple procedures. Previously, despite working in fashion 
and textiles, a lack of understanding of the constraints, complications and procedures 
of textile production had left me unaware of the impact each stage of making had on the 
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cloth itself. So, as part of my own process of looking closer, I put cloth under a macro 
lens, as well as a microscope, and found several things of interest. Though the 
irregularities present in cloth occur at multiple stages of the process, the focus of this 
article is primarily about hand-dyeing and the interlacing (or ‘throwing’) of the 
horizontal weft thread through the vertical warp threads. This focus was chosen as it 
was the activities that I had observed most closely during my time at TSDS, as well as 
being processes that seemed to have the most visible impact on the cloth. 

Visual texture and visible processes 

The variations of weaving patterns are multiple, and of first concern when designing a 
textile. Bauhaus designer and master weaver Anni Albers determined the order of 
importance in textiles to be texture (weave), yarn type and colour. On emphasising the 
structure of a textile, Albers states “If texture produced through the interlocking of 
threads is the focal point in weaving, those peripheral components that can variegate it 
come only second in importance” (75). Albers considered that the ‘weave’ or structure 
of a textile should be the initial priority of a weaver – a position shared by the weavers 
that I worked with at TSDS (and later on when I began to weave myself). 

The weave of the cloth that I had designed for Bhalo, despite only being a plain weave 
and quite fine, is somewhat visible to the naked eye and arguably more prominent than 
a synthetic machine-made woven textile. During my work with Bhalo I identified 
particular signifiers of the event of hand weaving that can be physically embedded into 
the artefact of weaving. In this article I will look at intentional stories (choices taken to 
amplify the handmade qualities), incidental traces (simply, what happens when you 
hand make), and also accident aesthetics (mistakes acceptable to a point where they 
appear as ‘inconsistencies’ and not structural flaws that would compromise the 
integrity of the cloth, such as the variation shown in Figure 4). 

 
Figure 4. Variation in hand woven cotton cloth produced for Bhalo by TSDS 

(reproduced with permission, Yarwood 2019). 
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Intentional stories 

The natural structure of a textile can be emphasised by use of colour. Though Albers 
believes the use of colour to visually emphasise the weave texture should be of lesser 
importance than creating actual textural weave patterns, I began here as it is also 
arguably the most simple and effective way of differentiating warp and weft. As 
mentioned previously, a woven textile can be described as two planes intersecting, 
horizontally and vertically, of warp and weft (Albers 1). For most fibre artists and 
artisans, colour is selected, and yarn dyed prior to construction – aptly named ‘yarn 
dyed’ cloth. Colouring the warp and weft colours differently adds a sense of depth to a 
textile and can accentuate the structure. As Albers states, “By giving different colours to 
the differently functioning threads the structural character of the weaving will be 
intensified” (76). Even when the same dye is used on both warp and weft, small 
inconsistencies in colour can create visual texture. 

As stated by Albers, “The dyeing process (post-weaving) diminishes rather than 
enhances the quintessence of weaving, for it bridges over and thereby obscures with 
one colour, the separate functions of the structural elements” (75). In Figure 5, the 
contrasting warp and weft colours of the textile emphasises visual texture. The 
opportunity to accentuate the weave pattern (even when plain weave) using pre-
determined coloured threads is given privilege by weavers as it amplifies structural and 
spatial qualities. In this case, to dye a pre-woven fabric would almost be considered a 
form of textural erasure. 

 
Figure 5. Visual texture: contrasting warp and weft colours in hand woven cotton 
cloth produced for Bhalo by TSDS (reproduced with permission, Yarwood 2019). 
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The contrast between warp and weft is often not obvious to the untrained eye, at least 
until viewing the cut edges of cloth (such as in Figure 6). However, seeing as most 
textile edges are concealed (for structural purposes) by hems and seams, it is through 
the increase in visual texture that such spatial details can be detected. When textiles 
have a different warp and weft colour they can appear as slightly different colours from 
different angles. This gives the cloth a kind of “rough variation” (Spuybroek 6), making 
it seem different to the homogenous mass-produced cloth of the machine that we have 
typically become accustomed to. 

 
Figure 6. Concealed and exposed: A folded seam and a raw edge of a textile with 

differing warp and weft colours (reproduced with permission, Yarwood 2019). 

Incidental traces 

For Bhalo, I attempted to avoid homogeneity in the cloth produced by using differing 
warp and weft colours. However, these effects were also born out of a restriction in 
resources. The majority of hand looms at TSDS during this time could only produce 
plain weave, meaning that we were restricted to a plain cloth, a stripe, or a check. Plain 
cloth became the textile of choice, as we wished to embellish later, and aesthetically a 
stripe or a check was less adaptable to applied graphics. Another way to embed a feeling 
of variation in the cloth was to use different weights (thickness) of yarn for the warp 
and weft. Like the differing colours it provided visual depth, but additionally, a more 
haptic textured experience. 

Variations in colour occur naturally during the hand-dyeing process. Within one length 
of hand-dyed yarn-dyed cloth you can find a variation of colour throughout. This can be 
caused by a variety of factors. During the hand-dyeing process, yarn is submerged into 
a dye bath. The human factor in this process leads to a number of inconsistencies – 
usually too small to be identified as ‘mistakes’ – but enough variation to make the cloth 
appear textured. Working with cotton, a plant fibre, meant that the yarn absorbed 
slightly different amounts of dye, making it almost impossible to create a completely 
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flat colour. As shown in Figure 7, unevenly spun cotton also results in variation visible 
in cloth. Even though the spinning of the cotton was done on machine and outsourced 
to another facility, cotton being a natural fibre is much more prone to irregularities in 
the yarn-making process than a synthetic yarn. 

 
Figure 7. An example of variation in hand woven cotton cloth produced for 

Bhalo by TSDS (reproduced with permission, Yarwood 2019). 

Accident aesthetics 

Mistakes in cloth are either deemed acceptable or inacceptable by a variety of different 
people involved in the design, construction and buying of cloth. The line between an 
unacceptable mistake and just an irregularity can be a fine one, and depends on who is 
assessing it, and whether or not the damage is structural or superficial. Common flaws 
that lead to the cloth being rejected include holes in the textile, stains and 
discolorations caused by dust or spills. 

An example of an unacceptable error in a piece of cloth would be caused by the 
incorrect threading of the heddle during the warping process. This creates the look of a 
‘skipped’ warp thread (Figure 8). On discovery of this error generally the heddle would 
be rethreaded. Even if this mistake was right on the edge and could be cut away during 
the garment production process, it could be considered somewhat torturous for a 
weaver to work on a weaving where they are forced to skip a weft thread repeatedly 
until the warp is complete. The artisan would likely correct it prior to having to live this 
ordeal. Like any craft, hand-weaving is fraught with unexpected flaws, and the 
unravelling and undoing of work is a prominent part of the process. But the effort of 
skipping each weft thread would change the nature of the weaving too much. 
Throughout a textile’s construction, it is constantly in a state of becoming and 
unbecoming. Depending on how ‘unbecoming’ the error is influences whether or not 
typical people in Australia (consumers) are ever witness to these kinds of traces in the 
first place. 
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Figure 8. An unexplained skipped weft in woven cotton cloth produced for 

Bhalo by TSDS (reproduced with permission, Yarwood 2019). 

 
The heartbeat of human time/rhythms of making 

There are many unintentional irregularities in cloth that some may find endearing. The 
aesthetic appeal of the accident may be best explained through this quote by Octavio 
Paz in In Praise of Hands: 

Since it is a thing made by human hands, the craft object preserves the 
fingerprints – be they real or metaphorical – of the artisan who fashioned 
it. These imprints are not the signature of the artist; they are not a name. 
Nor are they a trademark. Rather, they are a sign; the scarcely visible, 
faded scar… (21) 

As observed during my time ordering fabrics from TSDS, there are unintentional errors 
or ‘scars’ that, while not planned, are accepted. The point of interest here is that while 
they may be deemed just acceptable to the weaver or designer from a quality control 
point of view, they may be considered ideal to a particular type of wearer. For some, 
there is the added appeal of (quite literally) wearing signifiers of your social and 
ecological consciousness on your sleeve. The aesthetic accident expresses a narrative of 
construction to make the weaver visible. 

Other accidental but accepted (or even privileged) errors in the cloth produced for 
Bhalo included slubs present in Figure 9 (thicker pieces of yarn woven in), tiny snags in 
the fabric shown in Figure 10 (where the yarn is ‘pulled’ out irregularly, making a tiny 
loop in one place and pulling or bunching the fabric in others), a rare skipped thread as 
visible in Figure 11 (where a weft thread skips over a warp thread), ‘dust’ of ‘flyaways’ 
caught in the weave (workshop detritus becoming embedded in the cloth), and what I 
began to refer to as the ‘rhythm stripe’ – a visible change in colour that marked the 
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stopping and starting of the weaver. These spatial and temporal markers effectively 
remind us of the person behind the loom, their “crafts[wo]manship” representing “the 
heartbeat of human time” (Paz 24). 

 
Figure 9. ‘Slub’ – irregularly thicker yarn accidentally occurring during the spinning 

process, visible in the woven cotton cloth produced for Bhalo by TSDS 
(reproduced with permission, Yarwood 2019). 

 
Figure 10. A snag in the fabric. This is easily fixed by smoothing out the textile and 

pulling the thread back into place. While not ideal, tiny loose threads such as this 
will not affect the structural integrity of this type of cloth and are barely 
noticeable when rectified (reproduced with permission, Yarwood 2019). 
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Figure 11. Snags/skipped threads in a woven cloth. When this happens at TSDS, the 
cloth is not rejected outright – the garment cutter would simply avoid cutting pattern 

pieces that would include this error. This particular error is on the edge, so it 
wouldn’t matter as much (reproduced with permission, Yarwood 2019). 

During my time at TSDS, I observed that it takes a considerable amount of strength and 
endurance to operate a large fly-shuttle handloom. As a weaver begins, they have more 
energy and pull both the fly shuttle cord with one hand and beat the weft hard and 
consistently with the other. (The harder you beat the weft the denser and tighter the 
cloth, though this is also impacted by other things too.) However, as the weaver works 
they gradually become more tired, and the beater is pulled less vigorously. The weave 
may progressively get less dense and looser, until the weaver needs a break. When they 
return from their break they have somewhat regained their energy and will go back to 
weaving at full speed. This narrative becomes embedded in the cloth. The change in 
weave closeness is visible in Figure 12, as the aforementioned ‘rhythm stripe’. This is 
something that experienced weavers have learnt to manage, however the less skilled 
weavers struggle to maintain regular rhythm and power (affecting density/closeness of 
setting) when weaving. 
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Figure 12. Rhythm Stripe #1: traces of patterns of making in woven cotton cloth 

produced for Bhalo by TSDS (reproduced with permission, Yarwood 2019). 

Other things that can cause a similar stripe effect include irregularities in dyeing, as 
shown in Figure 13. If cotton is dyed in different batches then wound on to bobbins 
separately, then sometimes each bobbin can differ. When the weaver gets to the end of 
a bobbin they will switch it and a faint stripe will emerge. Though caused by different 
means, the pause required when changing a bobbin is still notated here, in the cloth. 
Thus, the stripe still represents the stop-start of the weaver, once again signifying the 
rhythms of making – and the ‘imprintedness’ of the maker. 

 
Figure 13. Rhythm Stripe #2: traces of patterns of making in woven cotton cloth 

produced for Bhalo by TSDS (reproduced with permission, Yarwood 2019). 
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Accidental variations in colour can also occur from an irregularly dyed skein of yarn, 
being one that was not submerged correctly or was completed by a less skilled maker, 
or, as mentioned above, multiple skeins with slight differences in colours due to being 
dyed inconsistently or in different dye baths. Colours mixed by eye and by hand can 
result in variations, especially when multiple dye baths are used to dye different skeins 
of yarn to be used in the same cloth. This creates a pattern, sometimes regular, 
sometimes irregular, that speaks ever-so-subtly about these colour stories, but also can 
often indicate the amount of yarn that was used to weave the cloth (by an emerging 
repetitive pattern), or the order in which a cloth is constructed (by slight gradient). 

Traces of the visit – embedded context 

There are very delicate ways in which context is lightly etched into the weave. Here I 
examine the embedding of ‘dust’. From a regular distance, the particle appears as a 
nondescript dot, as shown in Figure 14. When viewed under a microscope, as in Figure 
15, it reveals itself as an irregular entanglement of fibres and other detritus. Through 
the presence of random colourful threads (or ‘flyaways’), it becomes apparent that not 
only is the textile being affected by the open windows and doors of the workshop 
through the implanting of random soil and plant matter, but each textile being woven 
simultaneously in the workshop is embedding parts of itself into the others, as evident 
in Figure 16. Geographical location and origin narratives are typically expressed 
through garment labels, social media and advertising/marketing copy. Here, the cross 
pollination of landscape and fibre represents a new poetic representation of how place 
can be embedded in the cloth, potentially acting as a visual and haptic marker of 
context. 

 
Figure 14. Specks of ‘dust’ stuck in woven cotton cloth produced for Bhalo by TSDS. 

This cloth was rejected by another buyer (reproduced with permission, Yarwood 2019). 
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Figure 15. Dust caught in cloth, then caught under the microscope (Author’s own). 

That both textile and context share a root word is befitting in the case of this project. 
The Latin root of the word, *teks-, meaning ‘to make’, is also present in the word 
context, from the Latin contextus, meaning to join, or weave, together (Oxford 
Dictionary of Etymology, “Textile”). Textile making verbs such as weave, thread, tie 
and knot all allude to connectedness and are a part of our everyday vocabulary. The 
visual study of dust represents the ways in which the physical surroundings of a textile 
weaving workshop may affect the uniformity of cloth – the weaving together of context 
and textile, and, thus, cloth’s innate connectedness to place. As Carolyn Steedman 
states in Dust: “It happened, there are traces of the visit” (168). 

While giving the cloth an increased look of variation, there have been instances where 
the amount of dust and flyaways trapped (in particular on light coloured cloth) has 
shifted from having ‘texture’ to just looking a little dirty. Many textiles produced by 
TSDS (for labels other than Bhalo) that have gathered multiple dust particles have been 
rejected by buyers for appearing faulty. In response to this, the weaving looms at TSDS 
are covered up when not in use to avoid dust being trapped. However, even with these 
measures the trapping of microfibers is inevitable. As Steedman states “Dust is the 
opposite thing to Waste, or at least, the opposite principle to Waste. It is about 
circularity, the impossibility of things disappearing, or going away, or being gone. 
Nothing can be destroyed … Nothing goes away …” (164). The hand-weaving process 
involves avoiding or actively fighting off these traces, to minimal avail. This represents 
a part of the process itself – a fighting against the natural occurrences of making and 
the consequences of place – which is usually elided. 
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Figure 16. A stray piece of yarn has become stuck and woven into cloth 

(reproduced with permission, Yarwood 2019). 

(A) weaving as self-narrating changescape 

Though the focus of my article is more on the traces of construction than the traces of 
use, it is worth mentioning how particular qualities affected by use influence the way in 
which a textile is understood or defined. The misperception of the ‘flat’ textile can also 
be called into question by the changefulness and dynamism of its material qualities. 
Most textiles do not simply lie completely flat, even when we would prefer them to. 
Textiles are constantly moving, draping, folding and continually being shaped by other 
things, like our bodies. A major characteristic of natural fibres (in this case, cotton) 
post-weaving is the creases, shown in Figure 17, that emerge after handling the textile. 
Traditionally, with creases comes the desire to immediately erase them through ironing 
and pressing. The need to control the natural characteristics of cotton occur at multiple 
stages of the making process – prior to embellishment and prior to pattern cutting and 
post-construction, and finally, upon completion. In the past decade, a trend toward 
people selling already-creased natural fibres has emerged. Amongst a contemporary 
market dominated by machine made synthetic fibres, designers, retailers and 
consumers may desire to prove the ‘naturalness’ of a garment and its ‘authenticity’ – as 
mentioned previously, demonstrating their commitment to ecological responsibility 
(not to mention what is usually a higher priced item) – or what John Thackara may 
refer to as an ‘aesthetic of sustainability’ (“On regarding the pain of the planet”). 
Creases as a clear signifier of natural fibres are arguably becoming progressively valued 
and visible. 
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Figure 17. Creases in woven cotton cloth produced for Bhalo by TSDS 

(reproduced with permission, Yarwood 2019). 

Textiles denote changefulness with use, through all too familiar stains, rips (as shown 
in Figure 18, below), snags and holes. They may also stretch, shrink or fade. Cloth 
emerges through construction and continues to evolve throughout its lifespan. 
Consideration of the mutable qualities of woven cloth lead to the question, where 
and/or when does a textile begin, or end? In light of this question, the textiles in this 
article might be considered more as projects, or processes. Throughout my research I 
struggled to identify a beginning or end point to weaving, with the woven textile being 
constantly in a state of becoming. As a changescape, textiles “tend not to finish” 
(Gibson 17). It remains open as to whether the woven textiles in question were ever 
‘finished’ or whether they are still unfinished – remaining infinitely in-process. The 
boundary of these ‘weavings’ created by TSDS for Bhalo seem undefinable, or ‘edgeless’ 
as their “force pushes forwards and backwards in time” (Gibson 45). On changescapes 
being “always in process” Gibson reminds us, “Let’s not forget that the word building 
signifies a noun-thing that is also an endless action energized by the verb inside it” 
(263). For this reason, the word weaving (another noun-thing/verb) could be used as a 
replacement for all other words used to describe textiles in this article. These weavings 
not only display traces of how they came to exist, but continue to aesthetically narrate 
their use, their life, their mutability. 
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Figure 18. Unbecoming: A rip in woven cotton cloth produced for Bhalo by TSDS 

(reproduced with permission, Yarwood 2019). 

Construction, use and disintegration are all temporal processes that the textile 
undergoes throughout its life. Beyond the markers of change through construction and 
use, textiles are constantly in flux. The threads are not entirely fixed, allowing the 
flexibility and movement that they were designed for. This dynamism is visible from the 
rustling of our garments, the flowing of a curtain, the scrunching of bedsheets, the 
wringing of a towel. In my own work, it became visible watching Bhalo customers 
pulling, picking and caressing the cloth and its embellishments. Through the 
photography of the cloth for this article, changes were observable in real time as, after 
each shot and adjustment, no weaving appeared the same. Objectives of straight 
selvedges, perpendicular lines and flat (ironed) surfaces are ideally observed during 
textile construction. However, through both construction and use, the textile regularly 
deviates from the flat grid. In fact, everything is moving and changing, and no moment 
is like one before it – imprinting on and affecting the textile in what Gibson may refer 
to as the “feedback patterning of action and reaction” (7). While the museum cloth may 
remain frozen, the typical and used cloth is highly dynamic and mutable. 

It is not just the traces of making or use that signify mutability. It goes beyond real-time 
movement, or even gradual alterations to the fabric, to an implied movement. For 
example, something that shows ordered and directional change, like a colour gradient, 
lets the user’s eye follow the weft thread. This now predictable snaking line (visible 
through the unravelled weft thread in Figure 19) implies a what Lars Spuybroek 
describes as a ‘nextness’, emphasising the inherent organised restlessness and 
continuation in such a piece. On closer inspections, textiles can, in Gibson’s words, 
incite “contemplative engagement with mutability” (15), encouraging a kind of 
wayfinding as we stop, and consider, what Albers famously referred to as, “the event of 
a thread” (xi). 
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Figure 19. An unravelling thread, a snaking line that indicates the journey of a thread 

(reproduced with permission, Yarwood 2019). 

In Changescapes, Gibson recalls Walter Benjamin’s translation of an old German 
axiom – that “when you have gone on a journey, you have a story to tell” (90). Similar 
to Albers’ ‘event of a thread’, this idea reinforces the ability of the textile, as a 
changescape, to express its own story.  Despite being recounted through text and 
photographic media for this particular article, the emphasis of this research is on 
finding ways in which the weaving recounts its creation – the traces of the journey. In 
this article I exhibit traces of a cloth’s making and journey, as well as indicate cloth’s 
potentials. Though the focus has been towards detecting traces through variation, by 
understanding a textile’s ‘organised restlessness’, its irregular deviations become 
familiar, and even its changefulness predictable. Through its implied ‘nextness’, the 
weft thread can be imagined to continue snaking back and forth rhythmically, over and 
under the tensioned warp, travelling ahead through time. The research and creative 
work I have conducted, with Bhalo and afterward, involves an amplification of these 
past (and potential future) traces of making – making the invisible visible, the flat 
spatial and the static mutable. It is my intention to utilise these amplified traces 
through my design practice as a form of radical expression towards (a) self-narrating 
weaving. 
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But if the crime is beautiful: Crafting 
dissonance 

Lauren Kalman9 

Abstract 

Detroit based artist Lauren Kalman’s work consists of video, garments, 
installation, and jewelry. Minimalism, intellectual purity, health industry, and 
white male privilege are linked historically, and that link was codified 
aesthetically throughout the Modernist period. Body adornment as decoration 
can be a necessary interruption to the myopic intellectual order of the established 
lineages of art and design and established cultural norms more broadly. The 
legacy of modernism, minimalism, and the high arts (sculpture and painting) 
have historically privileged the cerebral over the corporeal. Crafts, in contrast, 
have long been associated with the domestic, bodily, and female. Craft materials 
have a strong tie to the body because of their proximity to bodies through jewelry, 
cutlery, vessels, hygiene implements, clothing, and so on. Kalman works with 
craft mediums and decorative objects as a strategic choice. Her work uses 
assertive and powerful performances of the female body in relationship to 
jewelry, wearable objects, and the built environment. She builds objects and 
environments that interact with her body in ways that are often uncomfortable 
and that question the status quo. 
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My work is often framed within the jewelry and metalsmithing field. Over the years, my 
work has transitioned from jewelry as the format of my work, to adornment as the 
subject of my work. This has freed me to approach jewelry and its relation to the body 
through a conceptual lens, by allowing the format of the work to shift from the 
production of functional jewelry to the idea of jewelry as an overarching theme. Ideas 
about jewelry can then be explored through multiple formats including performance, 
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9 Wayne State University, United States 
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photography, video, and installation. This freedom has also allowed me to consider the 
relationship between adornment and decoration, and historic movements that shape 
our conceptions of the body. 

Minimalism, intellectual purity, health, industry, and white male privilege are linked 
historically, and that link was codified aesthetically throughout the Modernist period. 
Body adornment, as decoration, can be a necessary interruption to this myopic 
intellectual order of the established Modernist lineage of art and design, and 
established cultural norms more broadly. I work with craft materials because of their 
strong tie to the body through their proximity to bodies through jewelry, cutlery, 
vessels, hygiene implements, clothing, and so on. 

The work uses jewelry, craft mediums, and decorative objects as a strategic choice; and 
in contrast, also uses whiteness and simplicity and a calculated choice. Sterile objects 
and empty space in my work are references to the link between minimalism, 
masculinism, and ideas of intellectual purity. These links were codified aesthetically 
throughout the Modernist period. In the architect Adolf Loos’ 1910 lecture Ornament 
and Crime, he proposes that ornament is regressive and primitive, and that in his 
contemporary society, only degenerates and criminals are decorated; this includes 
women and people of color (Loos 1997). Loos’ writings influenced principals of the 
Modernist movement, a lineage that still has great impact on art and design today. 

In contrast, Craft in recent thinking, has been conceptualized as a medium that has 
remained vital outside of the contemporary art world (Lechner 2016). The legacy of 
modernism, minimalism, and the high arts (sculpture and painting) have historically 
privileged the cerebral over the corporeal. Crafts, in contrast, have long been associated 
with the domestic, collective, and the female. 

As my work has dealt with the female body, it calls upon historical associations with 
craft and the feminine. Ben Lingel, in his recent research on jewelry and gender, 
outlines the historical connection between jewelry, adornment or decoration and the 
presentation of gender and power, noting that jewelry in Western Culture has 
historically been used to visually and materially mark developments in female 
maturation. Jewelry can be seen as the exchange of a valuable object for developments 
in sexual maturity. Jewelry and wearable adornment objects become linked to the 
developmental stages of the feminine and the lack of jewelry is therefore associated 
with the masculine. In the United States the association with the masculine and lack of 
decoration is reinforced by the historic Protestant values of asceticism and restraint 
(Dressen 2017). 

In Western society there is also a link between the feminine or female body and 
contamination. By cleansing the grotesque realities of the physical body, one signals 
social or moral purity. The pursuit of physical perfection can be related to the pursuit of 
spiritual and moral perfection (Harrison 1992). If the natural state of the visible self is 
imperfect then the same can be said for the mental self, and so often the female body is 
portrayed as imperfect, incomplete, or hazardous. Objects, makeup, and dress are used 
to transform body. The use of perfecting and transformational objects signifies to the 
rest of society that an individual is striving for physical, social, and moral, perfection. In 
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his 19th century work “In Praise of Cosmetics”, Baudelaire wrote that wearing makeup 
is a social obligation to hide the corporeal realities of the body, elevating the wearer 
above the natural. This mirrors our values in contemporary art of the intellectual high 
art object over the corporeal and functional craft object. It also reflects cultural 
connections between the female body and wild or untamed nature. 

Later in the century, the Social Hygiene Movement waged a campaign against the 
female body as the perceived source of disease spread through prostitution and 
promiscuity. Whiteness, cleanliness, and sterile surfaces became visual representations 
of these anxieties. 

Coverings and alterations to hide the physical realties of the body are still most 
frequently relegated to women. We see this through the use of makeup, perfumes, and 
menstrual products to cover, mask, plug or contain the body; or further through objects 
that augment the body beyond the natural with decorative objects like jewelry, fashion, 
shoes, and hair extensions. 

Concurrent to this movement are the racist and sexist writings of Adolf Loos regarding 
decoration (or lack of) and forward Modernity. This intellectual and physical restraint 
proposed by these movements and writings, which have so impacted contemporary 
thinking, is in conflict with the physical and emotional realties of the body. 

My work counters these narratives through the use of forms that are both decorative 
and that cause bodily fluids to be expelled. In my work the grotesque nature of the 
spilling body is contrasted by the beauty of the golden metal and intricate decorative 
forms. I connect this to Dave Hickey’s discussion of Robert Mapplethorpe’s X Portfolio 
where he states that “the vernacular of beauty, in its democratic appeal, remains a 
potent instrument of change” (Hickey 2009, 17). 

I would like to transition into examples of several bodies of work that are related to this 
introduction. 
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Work samples 

But if the Crime is Beautiful…  

 

 
 Figure 1. Lauren Kalman. But if the Crime is Beautiful... 

Composition with Ornament and Object (3). Inkjet print. 20x16". 2014. 

 

But if the Crime is Beautiful... responds directly to the architect Adolf Loos’ 1910 
lecture Ornament and Crime. 

The iconic furniture in But if the Crime is Beautiful... represents the Modernist lineage. 
In this installation the decorative metal, beading, garments, and Kudzu leaves contrast 
the male dominated Modernist aesthetic and its utopian values of minimalism and 
functionality. Kudzu is an invasive species and is used symbolically in this work. It 
overtakes native trees and brush, coating them with a new skin of lush green leaves. 
The kudzu in this work serves as crafted decoration, interrupting the pure white 
furniture. These golden colored leaves play on the common association between the 
feminine, the body, decoration, and crafts. I use assertive performances of the female 
body combined with obsessive decoration, and sculptural renditions of objects like 
halos, clouds, and light beams found in Western religious iconography to interrupt the 
myopic Modern vision. 
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Figure 2. Lauren Kalman. But if the Crime is Beautiful... Strangers to the Garden. 

Mixed Media. 2014. Image by Tom Little. 

 

 
 Figure 3. Lauren Kalman. But if the Crime is Beautiful... Strangers to the Garden. 

Mixed Media. 2014. 
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Figure 4. Lauren Kalman. But if the Crime is Beautiful... Strangers to the Garden. 

Mixed Media. 2016. 

 
 Figure 5. Lauren Kalman. But if the Crime is Beautiful... Strangers to the Garden. 

Mixed Media. 2016. Image by Tom Little. 
 

Avatars 

Avatars explores performance and objects as projections of power and desire. The 
video uses a vocabulary of circus or sideshow performance. It is prolonged and 
uncomfortable examination of the inhibited female body. The video is paired with 
garments, ceramic vessels, and masks forms. The work speaks notions of sexualized 
performance through the use of the nude or restrained female body. 
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Figure 6. Lauren Kalman. Avatars. Digital Video. 2015. 

 

The fabric suit references a hospital gown and is quilted with the pattern for the towers 
of Le Corbusier’s Radiant City, reflecting its utopian values of organized logic and 
functionality. This intellectual restraint is in conflict with the physical realties of the 
body. White in this work is a symbol of control and purity, as a symbolic color 
historically used by oppressive entities, including the Fascists. 

 

 
Figure 7. Lauren Kalman. Avatars. Quilted Fabric. 2015. 
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Devices for Filling a Void  

Devices for Filling a Void combines jewelry with forms reminiscent of reconstructive 
surgical devices and amorphous growths. Rather than presenting or holding the body in 
an ideal position, they distort the body through actions that are sometimes grotesque or 
violent. The objects literally fill the voids of the body, but the forms also imply a 
psychological filling of emotional or erotic voids. The work also points to ideas about 
women being incomplete or lacking, requiring augmentation by men, objects, dress, 
makeup and adornment. Through the use of the semiotics of gold, this work visualizes 
the aesthetic, social, and ethical implications of the medicalization of beauty, 
adornment, and sexuality. 

 

 

Figure 8. Lauren Kalman. Device for Filling A Void (1). Inkjet print, gold-plated 
electroformed copper, silver, brass. 2014. 

 

Devices for Filling a Void uses transformational objects that are a hybrid of jewelry 
and reconstructive surgical devices to signify the individual’s strive for perfection. 
In Devices for Filling a Void, these values and aspirations become blurred because the 
objects themselves produce disfigurement. I intend to point to the ideal and beautiful 
through well-crafted objects and images that reference both objects of desire and 
beauty through the lexicon of jewelry, and that also reference the grotesque. The ideal, 
being an amalgam of fabricated qualities, and its corollary the grotesque, reminds us 
that all bodies have imperfections. 
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Figure 9. Lauren Kalman. Device for Filling A Void (8). Inkjet print, stoneware, 

epoxy, gold-plated electroformed copper, silver, brass. 2016. 

Flourish 

Flourish is comprised of wearable objects and photographs. It deals with attraction and 
repulsion, exploring wealth, decoration, and taste. In 2016 I used historic pressing dies 
for costume jewelry to produce approximately 700 copper flourishes while in residence 
at the Jakob Bengel Foundation, a German jewelry factory established in 1873.  

The decorative swoops are constructed into gold-plated sculptures that interact with 
the body referencing bodily fluids expelled during states of repulsion, pain, and joy. 

  

Figure 10. Lauren Kalman. Flourish (1 and 2). Inkjet print, 
gold-plated copper, bronze. 2019. 
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Icons of the Flesh  

 The icons are signs or abstractions that point toward the body. The title Icons of the 
Flesh references notions of religious ideas of morality in relation to the body. These 
notions are contrasted by the representation of sexualized body parts and genitalia. In 
the Embodiers series comprised of Collars, Badges, and Buttons these sexualized body 
parts are simplified. With their form abstracted they can be worn in public without 
immediate recognition (often mistaken for other functional objects, like teapot lids, or 
security tags), thus serving as a public display of positive support for the body and 
sexuality. Rather than necklaces or brooches, they are described as badges, collars, and 
buttons, allusions to wearable communication devices as seen in identity building 
devices like military uniforms or political movements. There is also levity in their form, 
as they are almost naive in their simplified rendering of anatomy. These works are 
rendered digitally in a 3D modeling program, 3D printed, and then cast in clay or 
pressed in metal. The digital fabrication adds another layer of abstraction and remove 
from the body, and calls upon contemporary digital culture and digital avatars. The 
ceramic is then set in gold-plated brass. 

 
Figure 11. Lauren Kalman. Icon of the Flesh, Embodier (Badge). Earthenware, gold-

plated nickel. 2016. Image courtesy of Sienna Patti Contemporary. 

 
Through my work I try to use powerful performances of the female body in relationship 
to jewelry, wearable objects, and the built environment. I hope that through my work I 
can combine images, objects and environments that interact with the body in ways that 
ask the viewer to question the status quo as it relates to decoration, the feminine body, 
and the history of art, design, and decoration. 
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Prototyping: The journey and the ripple 
effect of knowledgeability 

Anita Kocsis10 

Abstract 

In the age of acceleration, the challenges we face can no longer be addressed in 
silos. We are required to interact more with diverse disciplines, synthesise mass 
and complex data and in so doing navigate across communities of practice. 
Prototypes and prototyping can convert intangible, abstract and yet to be 
imagined concepts into concrete and meaningful outcomes. The cases in this 
discussion consider how prototyping in teams encourages social interaction and 
insight into other disciplinary expertise. Prototyping brokers how people 
communicate in teams. This article examines how prototyping reflects the 
collective problem-solving journey and how individuals navigate a shift from 
their own expertise to that of the team in the pursuit of building a collective new 
knowledge. Prototypes and prototyping reflect the journey and demonstrate how 
the process of doing, itself, is a catalyst for developing core skills, mindset and 
language fit for the task of problem solving. 

Keywords 

Prototyping; Design Innovation; Social Dynamics; Knowledgeability; Interdisciplinary; 
Co-creation 

Introduction 

The article is a fragment of the ongoing meta discussion on passion-based co-creation 
(Björklund et al, 2017). Prototyping is common to co-creation practices (Sanders and 
Stappers, 2008; Brown, 2019; Hillgren, 2011; Kimbell, 2012) in design. The activity of 
prototyping provides a snapshot into the evolution of the project at certain phases of 
the innovation process. The aim of this discussion considers how prototyping is utilised 
in collaboration and plays a role as a boundary object (Star and Griesemer, 1989; 
Wenger, 1999), maintaining and fostering proactive striving (Björklund, 2015). The 
activity of prototyping, and the inherent actions, approaches and social dynamics of 
team-based problem solving elucidates how participation in its many facets has 
currency as a future-facing skill. This discussion is situated in interdisciplinary teams in 
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universities who work with enterprise and/or other research organisations that are 
challenged with solving complex problems by applied design research projects. 

The prototype and prototyping 

In the age of the Apple Macintosh™ IIfx, approximately 20 years ago, Houde and Hill 
posed the question: is a brick a prototype? (Houde and Hill, 1997). Their seminal 
diagram explores implementation; role, look and feel as key to prototyping (Houde and 
Hill, 1997). This discussion explores the social dimension of Houde and Hills’ 
prototyping framework: negotiating social dynamics as another layer in the triadic 
integration of role, look and feel in developing an artefact, service and/or system. 

A prototype is “any representation of a design idea, regardless of medium” (Houde and 
Hill, 1997, 369), and a designer is anyone who creates a prototype in order to design 
(Houde and Hill, 1997). Prototyping is the activity of making something tacit overt. 
Prototyping is an activity of building, visualising and translating a rough concept into a 
collectively understandable, defined and defendable idea. Prototypes traverse from 
low-fidelity representations in the initial stages of designing to high-fidelity realisations 
when design outcomes near finalisation, and can include haptic, oral, digital, spatial, 
virtual, visual, graphical and also modes beyond a purely technical functional scope 
through embodied representations of communication such as art, dance and 
performance.  

Prototyping facilitates an iterative, interactive communication process: “Practices 
oscillate between creation and feedback: creative hypotheses lead to prototypes, leading 
to open questions, leading to observations of failures, leading to new ideas, and so on” 
(Dow and Klemmer, 2011, 26). Prototyping is an ongoing feedback loop that enables 
users to input and relay experiences – a common problem-solving method applied to 
design innovation across both academia and industry. Participating in prototyping does 
not rely on an individual’s ability or skill set, such as oratory, text or sketching, rather 
the emphasis is on the intrinsic motivation to collectively communicate the idea into a 
universally understood concept. Therefore, prototyping in the design discussion is not 
pivoted towards the outcome but instead focuses on how the activity highlights the 
social dynamics (Hillgren et al., 2011), in a design process through experimenting, 
communicating and building experience (Buddy, 1992; Helminen, 2016). 

Prototyping demonstrates the value of unpacking the need, the reason for representing 
an idea, irrespective of medium, methods and frameworks (Houde and Hill, 1997). 
Prototyping, no matter how rough or low-fidelity, reduces ambiguity and the potential 
for misinterpretation by improving communication. For example, acting out a scenario 
– that results in a mental model, metaphor or figure that can be understood without 
translation – can be equally as useful as written, and graphical, modes of 
communication. Prototypes are a conduit for project stakeholders to interpret or 
generate a collective idea in discussion and storytelling (Sanders and Stappers, 2014). 
While not everyone believes they can communicate in the same lingua franca, everyone 
can take an object and act out a story or scenario of use related to that object. In this 
way, the activity of producing a prototype may reduce confusion, inject confidence and 
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aid problem solving. This in turn helps the project teams to understand the needs of 
users. The activity of prototyping requires individuals to share their knowledge, learn 
about others and work together to communicate new knowledge. 

Prototyping as a broker for co-creation 

Prototypes are key to co-creation (Sanders and Stappers, 2014). Co-creation is an 
approach for interdisciplinary teams to work towards shared meaning and “negotiation 
through which solutions are optimized rather than compromised” (Coddington et al., 
2016). Co-creation work requires collective understanding of the problem context 
(Coddington et al., 2016); however, creating shared meaning is problematised through 
ownership of meaning. Ownership and various perspectives of meaning are socially 
negotiated, producing an economy of meaning, power and knowledge (Wenger, 1999). 
Brokering by design (Kocsis, 2010) positions the designer, through prototyping, to 
communicate user experience across diverse disciplinary teams. Brokering involves 
“the translation, coordination and alignment of different perspectives and meaning” 
(Kubiak et al., 2015, 81) with co-creation comprising “competing voices and competing 
claims to knowledge, including voices that are silenced by the claim to knowledge of 
others” (E. Wenger-Trayner and B. Wenger-Trayner, 2014, 16). Prototypes and 
prototyping act within this contested landscape as vehicles to facilitate and negotiate 
the competing voices, in the process towards articulating shared meaning.  

Prototyping a shared repertoire 

The idea of prototype as broker is derived from Lave and Wenger’s theory of 
‘communities of practice’. Communities of practice include mutual engagement, a joint 
enterprise and a shared repertoire (Wenger, 1999), to the extent that individual 
contributions are no longer independent activities (Wenger, 1999). The activity of 
prototyping enables information used by multiple groups as the form of the 
intersection, the boundary object between distinct fields of knowledge. Boundary 
objects, as Leigh Star’s (1989) words, are “both plastic enough to adapt to local needs 
and the constraints of the several parties employing them, yet robust enough to 
maintain a common identity across sites” (388). Further, boundaries represent 
opportunities for transaction and the creation of new knowledge. Prototyping 
encourages possibilities, places where the unknown and unexpected are realised and 
where old knowledge is transformed in untested, radical new forms (Wenger, 1999). 

Prototyping for future-facing skills 

The activities in this discussion are situated in interdisciplinary research and 
development teams that apply co-creation. Proactivity in team-based problem solving 
is virtually impossible without concretising acts (Björklund, 2015). Prototyping 
converts the team’s conceptual trajectory to something tangible and, as such, features 
the human being in the context of the problem. 
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Utilising prototyping as a vehicle for dynamic social collaboration among teams is a 
future skill (Brown, 2019) in team projects. In our age of accelerations, rapidly 
changing markets, climate and technology are dominating social and economic life 
(Friedman, 2018). A premium on global skills for collaborative learning, governing and 
operating faster is increasing in currency. Social, collaborative, interdisciplinary 
approaches to problem solving rather than individual are required to better grapple 
with technological changes that confront the average individual with staggering 
complexity (Friedman, 2018). This new climate requires cross-pollination of ideas, 
drawing from disciplinary expertise, creativity and science. Team-based problem 
solving draws on these skills. As noted in the United Kingdom’s Design Economy 2018 
Report, attributes such as interpersonal skills, operations analysis and social 
perceptiveness – including cognitive abilities such as visualisation, experimentation 
and creative thinking – are highly valued skills (Benton et al., 2019). Designers have 
cultivated these attributes; they are viewed as a professional group that can broker 
collaborative projects (Benton, 2018). Prototyping is a capability and requisite for 
future-facing skills in a rapidly morphing economy reliant on adaptation and learning 
processes (McGowan, 2018). The skills born out of the activity of prototyping as a form 
of collective social learning adds another dimension regarding the social dynamics of 
collaboration. 

Prototyping for collective knowledgeability 

To shift from one’s own knowledge and ways of working and to learn about other 
disciplines while teasing out what one could contribute to the team challenge through 
prototyping is a valued skill. Proactive prototyping in diverse disciplinary teams 
engages individuals to learn new collective knowledge. Knowledgeability is competence 
across more than a single disciplinary expertise. Knowledgeability requires a person to 
engage across multiple practices (Kubiak et al., 2015). Working across communities of 
practice and respective disciplines, cultures, knowledges, business plans and politics 
aligns with prescient future skills.  

Prototyping agency in teams: Learning from the 
narrative of the journey 

Working towards shared meaning across disciplines is not easy. The pressure to reach a 
solution, for both research and enterprise without early stage intervention, can result in 
naïve outcomes and misdirected time, money and meaningful contributions for 
stakeholders. However, creativity, experimentation and interdisciplinarity – “Never 
think in the box”; “Never think outside the box”; “Think without a box” (Friedman, 
2018) – are an increasingly prized process, and a recurrent theme in this discussion. 
Creative processes explored through prototyping give agency to teams so that the 
concepts and knowledge in the minds and imaginations of individuals can be 
translated. Simple items such as paper mock-ups, digital wireframes, scenario acting, 
diagrams and interactive objects for communication, for example, provide ways to work 
towards overall understanding. The activity of prototyping sets a precedent to promote 
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collaborative ways of working, normalises a culture of working with ambiguity and, 
importantly, encourages a mindset to risk out-of-the-box thinking while being exposed 
to other disciplinary, cultural and situated perspectives. 

The prototyping journey as a narrative is itself a useful resource at certain points of the 
innovation process. For example, at the end of a prototyping session, cardboard shapes, 
indiscriminate semi-formed objects, maligned artifacts and sticky tape, evidence the 
efforts, choices and, at certain points in the process, conversations and discarded ideas.  

The social team dynamics in the pursuit to discover the integration factors required 
through prototyping – implementation, role, and look and feel (Houde and Hill, 1997) 
– may be likened to a series of ripple effects. These ripple effects, as visualised in Figure 
1, are analogous to how individuals, through prototyping, negotiate this triage of 
criteria through their own knowledge, while learning from others’ knowledge and 
collectively translating ideas into reality. The ripple effects of interaction between 
people, their respective ideas and knowledge in itself is a useful form of data as a result 
of prototyping. Prototyping reflects both the final outcome and, importantly, the team’s 
journey. The journey, as well as the social dynamics of the team’s journey, may reveal 
hitherto tacit, collective efforts and models of visual, aural, haptic, embodied forms of 
communication. It is the interactions and unexpected intersections of knowledge and 
skill from individuals – who strive to integrate their own disciplinary expertise with 
that of others, while also considering integration of the user – that point to the 
multifaceted and organic layers of interaction, and interconnection of diverse 
knowledges: namely, a ripple effect. 

 
Figure 1. Prototyping – a ripple effect of interactions; knowledge exchange improves 
knowledgeability. Exploring the activities of integration – prototyping the prototype 

(drawing on Houde and Hill, 1997). 
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In this discussion, the activity of prototyping normalises design innovation practices 
where ideas may be inchoate, fragile or unviable and might never be realised. This 
process assists the team to mediate key decision-making points in their journey. The 
activity of prototyping helps to normalise experimentation and address ambiguity, 
uncertainty and failure, alongside managing the fundamental technical, scientific and 
sociological research. Prototyping in teams, as demonstrated in the discussion, can 
provide agency, a voice and meaningful ways of converting tacit, complex, abstract and, 
at times, yet-to-be-imagined ideas, into more concrete, plausible working products, 
services and systems.  

Working in teams is a desirable vehicle to reach shared meaning. Team work, however 
is difficult and prototyping, frames the dialogue and the social dynamics of team work. 
The following series of questions reveal the difficulty and also prepares teams to assess 
prototyping within a project. Did prototyping help navigate ambiguity? Through the 
activity, how was desirability and viability, for example, imagined and managed? How 
could the iterative failures, for example, be converted to the successful prototype? What 
new skills were learnt by the individual in the process of prototyping as part of the 
team? How did the human experience feature in the team, how was it explored and 
what ways was this visualised and represented? How, if at all, did individuals in the 
team learn about others’ knowledge and experiences through prototyping? Can 
knowledgeability be measured by the prototyping activities and subsequent narrative? 

The collective act of prototyping fosters a democratisation of knowledge enabling one to 
many modes of transmission, where the user and nominated expert are on equal 
ground and are only as successful as their modes of collective communication. 
Prototyping fosters a form of collective social problem solving and brokers the 
challenges of moving as an individual in a team towards a shared language. When text 
or language can no longer suffice, acting out, diagramming, building a low-fidelity 
shape, etc., can improve the team’s communication and help broker and transfer 
collective knowledge.  

The conversation trail through prototyping in a team communicates the ideas that are 
kept or discarded and what evolved (Downton, 2003). Prototyping reveals the team’s 
iterative process that helps in refinement of ideas and reveals unknown challenges 
(Dow et al., 2009,) 

To add to Houde and Hills’ (1997) position, to represent an idea, specifically in a team 
challenge in the activity of prototyping – that is, the doing, creating, building, testing 
and interaction throughout the activity – can reveal the mindset, as the approach to the 
challenge is considered as important in the cycle of the prototyping process and 
development of knowledgeability. 
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Exploring experiences: Prototyping propositions 
and image schemes 

The discussion outlines how prototyping helped curatorial teams empathise and 
visualise people’s experiences through image schemes: mental and physical mapping of 
their visit. Teams that design high-tech spaces can utilise both low- and high-fidelity 
prototyping to explore layers of direct and indirect experiences. Both cases reiterate 
how the activity of prototyping acts as a focal point of activity and, although mediating 
artefacts are needed to augment communication and decision-making processes, the 
activity of prototyping is a primary source of data. Prototyping is the social glue of 
interaction, as shared action without conceptual or physical models in itself may be 
insufficient for cohesive team direction and decision making. 

Part of the challenge in understanding any human interface with technology is to 
examine the human experience situated in the environment that may include artifacts, 
devices, audio, scent, products and interior architectural physical and virtual cues and 
structures.  

Over a series of projects in museums and galleries; at the Advanced Visualization and 
Interaction Environment at the iCinema Research Centre, UNSW/Applied Laboratory 
for Interactive Visualization and Embodiment, CityU, Hong Kong, Kocsis and 
Kenderdine (2014) observed how people experienced and interacted not only with 
digitally mediated artifacts in interior environments, but with each other, which 
propelled the investigation to explore ways of better visualising people’s responses 
beyond observation and interview. How to understand, share and communicate 
abstract and subjective experiences required a high level of participation with users, 
visitors and stakeholders invested in the design, curation and construction of the 
interior space.  

Prototyping the subjective and abstract human experience in interior spaces informed 
by propositions or ‘image-schemes’ (Lakoff and Johnson, 2003; Johnson, 2007) invited 
abstract representations of process, thinking and visualising. Prototyping image 
schemes and building mockups to demonstrate types of interaction separate to written 
language equipped participants to express the qualitative and less easy-to-define 
aspects of being in the space. 

Experiential image schemes (Johnson, 2007) of the interior space and shapes were 
built through participatory prototyping (Panos Markopoulos et al., 2016). People, as 
individuals and in groups, were encouraged – through diagramming, building low-
fidelity rough spatial mockups and concept maps – to describe their interaction in the 
space and with each other. 

Introspection was made external and communicable to others through prototyping. 
The act of ongoing, real-time conversations of experiences by walking through spaces 
and acting out scenarios, helped to identify assumptions about users and visitors and 
brought insight into how people experience interactivity. Prototyping people’s 
experiences helped convert abstract, ill-defined tacit concepts to overt and translatable 
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conversations. Participants actively walking and talking their experience, in the space 
and later through diagrams, revealed unexpected insight pertaining to the spatio-
temporal effects and levels of comfort of being in digitally mediated environments. For 
example, participants in a low-fidelity interior space with pretend objects, equipment 
and activities revealed how being with others in a space directed how they felt and 
operated in the environment (Kocsis and Kenderdine, 2014). Drawing trails on the floor 
in the mocked-up spaces demonstrated how some people engaged and how personal 
space affected their concentration, revealing that some people preferred watching 
others rather than interacting with the technology themselves.  

In mapping the routes and modes of enquiry this form of prototyping provided insight 
into how people felt and thought within the constrained space where they actually 
walked and spent time. Prototyping in this case brokered a way to visualise people’s 
image schemes pertaining to their experiences. Prototyping mapped the participants’ 
activities and important subjective journeys; it helped depict visitors’ subjective image 
schemes and assisted in clarifying expectations pertaining to numbers of people 
perceived as comfortable in an interior space; and it also democratised the learning 
process as designers and participants had equal contributions to the overall design of 
the interior space. 

High-fidelity to low-fidelity prototyping – user first, 
technology second 

Prototyping commonly moves from low-fidelity to high-fidelity as the concept shifts 
from tacit ideas to a more overt realisable form. In this case the prototype itself was the 
exhibition space, which consisted of a semi-immersive interactive test environment. 
The space mediated by technology was a combination of digital interactive interfaces 
and projections that could be changed and tweaked. The construct itself was built as a 
high-fidelity prototype, to test and explore the interior space and the result of 
experiencing technological advancements. The team – consisting of scientists, 
historians, programmers, exhibition staff and designers – was predominantly focused 
on the technical demands of the space and less clear on how the visitors, users and 
participants would receive the space and the content intended for it. The team looked 
towards another mechanism, a series of low-fidelity activities, in exploring people’s 
responses in parallel to the high-fidelity space.  

In terms of the prototypes, the high-fidelity, digital space was within accessible distance 
to the low-fidelity, ‘mock-up’ space. Here, participants and the larger team were able to 
traverse the physical and imagined spaces. Both participants and designers built mental 
models, paper mockups, maps, trails and schemes of their experience in the high-
fidelity space with small paper mockups of the interior. This enabled participants and 
team members to focus on aspects of the experience and help broker expectations of 
the space’s look, feel and function. Prototyping scenarios, experiences and activities 
inside the container allowed for the technical team to work with the design team. 
Prototyping individuals’ responses inside the space and outside with the additional low-
fidelity prototyping helped to translate meanings, intentions for the space and the 
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exhibition from dual perspectives. Both teams, through seeing the user’s perspective 
through people in the space commenting, moving, etc., increased both the technical 
and the design team’s knowledgeability (E. Wenger-Trayner and B. Wenger-Trayner, 
2014).  

New information, through prototyping across low- and high-fidelity activity, 
encouraged the technical team to change colour, content, sound and animation speed. 
Assumptions about how the interior digital interfaces would be received by users was 
lessened as the team activities across low- and high-fidelity prototypes increased. 
Prototypes helped to broker understanding across these differences to create shared 
meaning. Prototypes (including drawings, paper mock-ups and digital elements) were 
built over time for team communication. Prototyping in this context empowered the 
team to consider how visitors receive, consume and contribute to an exhibition and 
how the experts building the space can be part of the team’s learning and evaluation.  

The prototypes communicated across science, exhibition design, programming, 
scientific formulae, historic content and marketing. Prototyping established a shared 
set of analytic tools through which the stakeholders drew together, producing new 
community of practice knowledgeability not easily accessible by the individual 
participants contribution within the project team. In this case knowledgeability for the 
diverse team extended to understanding an individual’s practise in connection with 
multiple practices. 

Prototyping enabled content providers to consider new approaches to explain digital 
content inside the exhibition site as it encouraged the team to build to support theory 
and rough concepts not only as individuals but also as part of a team. These activities 
resulted in new knowledge pertaining to the spatio-temporal impact on visitors and 
also changed the direction and the materials used in prototyping. 

The ripple effect of knowledgeability through 
prototyping 

The exhibition prototype examples simultaneously act as a tool to mediate, 
communicate and direct dialogue. Prototyping serves an additional function as a proof-
of-concept between all stakeholders. The prototypes here provide an opportunity for 
narrative that enhances social engagement and the ripple effect – that is, multiple 
points including the twists and turns of pluralistic non-linear routes of investigation 
across disciplines. Prototyping is a process of doing and reflecting (Schön, 1983). In the 
act of building a prototype, embodied meaning can be visualised and explored as 
propositions (Lakoff and Johnson, 2003; Johnson, 2007) and/or image schemes 
(Johnson, 2007) through physical and exploratory activity encouraging social 
dynamics. 

The prototype helps start and also focus on the vantage point from which to interrogate 
the project and its outcome. As depicted in exhibition experiments, the mapped 
example of prototypes and prototyping highlight reflection-in-action (Schön, 1983) as 
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they reveal experiences gained by teams and improve the likelihood of team 
knowledgeability. 

Prototyping is a way of working in co-creation hubs or labs as the activity normalises a 
mindset for embracing ambiguity, complexity and risk. Prototyping is a social activity 
for multiple voices and points of input. Prototyping can help to democratise team 
collaboration, reinforcing the social conditions in team-based complex problem-solving 
projects. Prototyping integrates the vital aspects of role, look and feel, and 
implementation in developing a product, service and/or system. However, this layer of 
integration, as per Houde and Hill’s (1997) diagram, also considers the ripple effect of 
social dynamics at points of interaction, intersection and engagement between users 
and developers. The social dynamics of engaging in prototyping promotes insight into 
other practices. Prototyping helps team dynamics and interaction across multiple 
practices. Experience of others disciplinary expertise improves knowledgeability and 
the likelihood of enriched content as multiple perspectives are explored. 
Knowledgeability is an important ingredient in innovation processes for novel and yet-
to-be-discovered solutions. 
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Service design thinking for social good 

Fanke Peng, Leanne Chow and Nhat Tran11 

Abstract 

The role of designers is evolving in our ever-changing society. Today, social good 
is concerned with encouraging people to engage proactively, to the benefit of 
society. Such activity involves engagement, interaction and bringing people 
together, in an effort to change the world for the better. Service design thinking 
equips our designers to encourage engagement, community building and 
discourse, both online and offline. This article will reflect on two design research 
projects for a Service Design unit at the postgraduate level, with the Faculty of 
Arts and Design, University of Canberra (UC). The Service Design unit is one of 
the core units of the Master of Design Strategies course. The service design 
thinking, combined with project-based learning (PBL), was adapted and 
illustrated how-to demonstrate good service design practice for social good. This 
study was focused on how we can collaborate on a variety of interdisciplinary 
projects, to contribute to the realisation of the United Nations (UN) Sustainable 
Development Goals, from a design perspective. 

Keywords 

Service Design Thinking; Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR); Social Impact; 
Project-Based Learning (PBL); Circular Economy; Self-Directed Learning (SDL) 

Introduction 

We believe that designers have a crucial role to play in creating a positive social impact. 
We do this through interdisciplinary research and practice, with service design 
thinking. For this article, the core design research team will reflect on semester-long 
projects of a postgraduate unit (Service Design), to investigate the benefits of 
combining project-based learning (PBL) and Service Design Thinking. The service 
design projects were focused on how we can collaborate on a variety of interdisciplinary 
projects, in working towards improving our current service for social good. The 
opportunities and challenges of combining service design thinking and PBL, as an 
instructional framework for learning and teaching, will also be revealed through the 
case studies and reflection. 
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Social impact and circular economy 

In 2008, Bethnal Green Ventures (BGV) proposed the concept of ‘Technology for Social 
Good’. As a pioneer of the ‘tech for good movement’, BGV founded the Tech for Good 
London meetup group, in 2012. They believe that ‘social and environmental challenges 
need better solutions; technology is the best way to deliver positive impact at scale; 
there's a growing demand for businesses to be a force for good, and diverse teams 
deliver better impact and returns’ (BGV). 

Since then, more and more corporations have demonstrated their sensitivity and 
commitment to the mainstream challenges of society, through Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR). Their ‘triple bottom line’ approach considers the economic, social 
and environmental aspects of corporate activity (Australian Human Rights 
Commission). Many of these CSR programmes are, however, “becoming irrelevant and 
obsolete as corporations fail to prove the ‘ethical stature’ that citizens demand today” 
(Sanchez, par. 3). 

The United Nations 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of the 2030 Agenda for 
Sustainable Development officially came into force in 2016 (SDGs 2019). With these 
interconnected Goals, Member States of the United Nations have a primary 
responsibility to end all forms of poverty, fight inequalities, tackle environmental issues 
and address many other key sustainability objectives. In addition, everyone has the 
potential to contribute to the success of the Goals. For the scope of this Service Design 
unit, the core design team focused on Good Health and Well-Being (SDG 3), 
Sustainable Cities and Communities (SDG 11), and Responsible Consumption and 
Production (SDG 12). 

Some definitions of sustainability are now changing to encompass the entire product 
lifecycle from raw material sourcing to packaging disposal or reuse (Wheeler). 
Sustainability is also the essence of the circular economy for waste. A circular economy 
for waste means using waste as a (sustainable) resource. ‘A circular economy retains 
the value of materials in the economy for as long as possible, reducing the 
unsustainable depletion of natural resources and impacts on the environment’ 
(Creative Commons, 11). This circular economy begins with raw materials being 
harvested from natural resources, manufacturers then transforming the raw materials 
into products. The products are distributed to retailers, and consumers buy products 
from retailers. Consumers dispose of the products once they reach end-of-use, and the 
products are then collected by waste facilities organisations. The waste is sorted and 
distributed to either recycling, reuse or disposal streams. The recyclables are re-
manufactured into new products (recycled content), reuse products being distributed 
for resale, and then disposed-of materials end up either as an energy source or waste in 
landfill sites. 

Better recovery, recycling and reuse practices are keys to establishing an efficient and 
sustainable circular economy, where materials remain in the productive economy 
longer. Otherwise, the materials will end up as waste in landfill sites, and more raw 
materials will be harvested from natural resources, thus contributing to unsustainable 
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depletion. ‘Committing to the use of recycled content in packaging can drive the 
circular economy’ (Mintel, par. 5). 

The Swedish fashion giant Hennes and Mauritz AB (H&M) set 100% circular and 
renewable as part of their KPIs and goals. According to H&M group’s 2018 
sustainability report, ‘design is our first opportunity to bring circularity into our value 
chain. Incorporating circular thinking early on paves the way for later stages to follow 
suit’ (H&M group sustainability report, 36). 

The American technology giant, Apple, follows a well-established circular economy 
practice. Apple has set up a Trade-In programme to collect old and obsolete Apple 
products. The products are sent to Apple’s Material Recovery Lab to be disassembled, 
and parts are recycled and reused. Apple has stated that it uses 100% recycled 
aluminium in manufacturing its Macbook Air and Mac mini. This remarkable 
achievement is the result of their engineers creating a new alloy that can be recycled 
time after time, without apparently losing its quality. Apple is actively taking steps 
towards using a circular model of materials flow and demonstrating how to reclaim and 
reuse materials that might otherwise have ended up in landfill sites (Phipps). 

What is service design thinking? 

Service design is ‘an interdisciplinary approach that combines different methods and 
tools from various disciplines. It is a new way of thinking as opposed to a new stand-
alone academic discipline’ (Stickdorn and Schneider, 22). According to Stickdorn and 
Schneider (2012), service design thinking involves five principles, as follows:  

Table 1: Five service design principles (Stickdorn and Schneider, 26) 

Service Design 
Principles  

Description  

 

User-centred Service should be experienced through the customer’s eyes 

Co-creative  All stakeholders should be included in the service design process 

Sequencing The service should be visualised as a sequence of interrelated 
actions 

Evidencing Intangible services should be visualised in terms of physical 
artefacts 

Holistic The entire environment of service should be considered 
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These five principles, combined with the design thinking process – Discover, Define, 
Develop and Deliver, provide a clear structure for design students to actively engage in 
service design projects. The ‘Double Diamond’ model was firstly proposed by the 
British Design Council in 2005. The Double Diamond was developed, ‘when service 
design was emerging as a clearer practice, developed out of product design and 
graphic/UX design’ (Drew, par. 6). The British Design Council team reviewed the 
methodologies and tools of many organisations using design well and identified 
patterns across them. There are four phases: discover, define, develop, deliver. Since 
then, design thinking has been adopted to 'solve more complex, multi-faceted 
challenges and those challenges, themselves, have become trickier’ (Drew, par. 6). 

There are many service design methods and tools that we can use alongside the Double 
Diamond, including stakeholder maps, service safaris, shadowing, customer journey 
maps, contextual interviews and the Five Whys, etc. Those methods and tools can be 
adopted in any combination (Stickdorn and Schneider) for PBL. 

Case studies 

During the 13 weeks of the Service Design unit undertaken as part of the Master of 
Design Strategies at the University of Canberra, the design research topics raised 
include Design for Healthy Ageing, Design for Maternal Health, Reduce Waste through 
Better Recycling Habits, Co-Design for Healthy Living, and Design for Refugees. Two 
projects (1. Reduce waste through better recycling habits, 2. Co-design for children’s 
healthy living) were selected from the service design unit, as case studies for this study. 
The core design research team reflected on each project in terms of the service design 
process in four stages (Discover, Define, Develop and Deliver), to demonstrate good 
practice and initiatives that have been conducted in current design education. The 
design process required divergent and convergent thinking. Divergent thinking is a 
thought process to generate many ideas by exploring many possible solutions and 
convergent thinking is a process of reflecting and finding the optimal solution to a 
problem. 

Project-based learning or problem-based learning (PBL) was adopted by the core 
research team. PBL is a student-centred pedagogy, in which students are focused on 
problem solving, critical thinking, collaboration and reflection, within real-world 
practices (Kokotsaki et al. and Savery). It is an active, integrated and constructive 
process. English and Kitsantas argued that the learning environment and teaching 
practices in PBL must be designed with the intention of supporting students’ self-
directed learning (SRL) (English and Kitsantas). For this unit, students were 
encouraged to choose subjects/topics about which they were passionate while 
contributing to the SDGs. Service design thinking, combined with PBL, provides a 
potential form of teacher scaffolding to help craft these experiences (problem solving, 
critical thinking, collaboration and information processing skills). It can especially 
empower students to realise that their contributions to the community and our 
ecosystem can make a tangible difference (Holland). 
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Reduce waste through better recycling habits (SDG 12: Responsible 
Consumption and Production) 

Background: Australians are no strangers to kerbside recycling because kerbside 
collections were introduced in Australia in the 1980s. The recycling rates had doubled 
by 1993, indicating that Australians seem receptive to adopting this practice. Studies 
have found that 94% of Australians, however, make at least one recycling mistake 
(Sustainability Matters). One challenge Australians face is inconsistent and confusing 
recycling information on product packaging. There is also an absence of correct 
packaging disposal information given at the right time, as a result of the locations 
where information is displayed. 

Although recycling symbols are printed on almost all products bought from retailers, 
the symbols do not provide information about whether the local recycling facility can 
recycle this packaging because there is no standard recycling practice across Australia, 
meaning that it is necessary to contact local councils to find out if the packaging can be 
recycled at their recycling facilities, in order to avoid contaminating their kerbside 
recyclable waste. This extra step inhibits and deters recycling. 

This service design project aims to explore how waste might be reduced through better 
recycling habits. The research examines a possible solution to achieving long-term 
sustainability, through investigating what current recycling habits are and how 
knowledgeable citizens are about what can and cannot be recycled. 

Discover 

A literature review on the Australian waste crisis, recycling habits and consumer buying 
behaviour were conducted at the Discover stage. A survey, with questions to test 
consumers’ knowledge on what can and cannot be recycled through the kerbside 
collection system, was also conducted. Citizens regularly make recycling mistakes, 
which contaminate the recyclables collected and as a result, for example, Australian 
recyclables were banned in China. This has meant that recyclables have been 
stockpiling on Australian soil. Without a uniform recycling system, the local 
government currently relies on citizens to correctly sorting the recyclables that are 
collected from the kerbside. Authorities should invest in upgrading and building large-
scale recycling infrastructure and implementing a national standard recycling practice. 

Consumers lack a full understanding of what can and cannot be recycled because of the 
current infrastructure in Australia. There is no informed education for consumers to 
learn about the need for and practicalities of recycling, and yet the onus is on 
consumers to correctly sort their recyclables. 

An online survey was adopted at this initial stage. Survey results consistently showed 
that consumers are confused about what can and cannot be recycled, by means of 
kerbside collections. The recyclability of packaging does not seem to influence 
consumer buying decisions, but most of the participants showed a willingness to find 
out how to recycle packaging, using an application (app). Most participants also think 
that packaging should be 100% recyclable to help them recycle more often. 
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Furthermore, they are willing to pay more for this, although the resulting cost may not 
be known. 

Consumers are confused about what can and cannot be recycled, due to a lack of 
education concerning the logic and practicalities of recycling, and the variety of 
facilities available tends to mean that few products are universally recyclable. Product 
designers should learn to design with more sustainability in mind and, for example, 
100% recyclable packaging; allied to more informed public education and adopting 
better recycling habits, this should reduce overall waste. 

The Australasian Recycling Label (ARL) system was developed to address consumers’ 
confusion. ARL is underpinned by a verification programme, namely, the Packaging 
Recyclability Evaluation Portal (PREP). To help future packaging designers use 
materials more sustainably, we should provide resources such as Sustainable Packaging 
Guidelines and PREP. 

Define 

Through the survey conducted at the Discover stage, pain points for this service design 
project were generated: 

- Consumers are confused about recycling 
- No uniform recycling system exists in Australia 
- The onus is on citizens and corporate bodies to correctly sort their recyclables, 

to lessen contamination 
- Most people are happy not having to sort their recycling 
- Most people do not consider packaging recyclability before buying, but they are 

more likely to recycle when they know why and how. 

Develop 

Sustainability has now evolved to encompass the entire product lifecycle, from raw 
material sourcing to packaging disposal or reuse (Wheeler). Sustainable packaging 
design is a significant contributor to reducing waste. Packaging should be designed to 
be 100% recyclable, compostable and reusable. 

A specialised and practical course unit enables university students to learn about the 
recyclability aspect of packaging design, develop research, conceptual and 
implementation abilities, and gain an understanding of the importance of a sustainable 
approach to packaging design. By using PREP, students assess their designs and 
problem solve, to create 100% recyclable and compostable designs.  

Students will: 

- Identify and describe environmentally friendly materials and processes 
- Apply understanding of the resource recovery processes to create 

environmentally sustainable packaging  
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- Evaluate design decision, material selection, assess the recyclability of 
packaging through PREP and refine design solutions  

- Develop, document, evaluate and present the iterative design process in a 
packaging design project. 

Deliver 

A course unit was designed to provide teaching strategies and student resources to 
tutors, to deliver a unit that helps students achieve the learning outcomes. Students 
learn to use PREP to verify their designs throughout the semester, encouraging them to 
design for sustainability, so that the future packaging is 100% recyclable, reusable and 
compostable. 

Co-design for children’s healthy living (SDG 3: Good Health and 
Well-Being) 

Background: According to the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (2019), 
about 1 in 5 children (22%) are overweight or obese, and this is an increasing trend. The 
case of obesity impacts on a child’s mental and social health, developing psychiatric 
disorders occurring from bullying, such as children feeling depressed for having a ‘fat’ 
body (Mustillo et al.; Griffiths et al.). It is commonly acknowledged that regular 
physical activity and healthy eating are components of a healthy lifestyle. Currently, 
services addressing childhood obesity and physical literacy primarily involve 
information resources or sports events. One design challenge is, however, tracking 
regular physical activity, as current health services only involve visual persuasion or 
informative content. Kids sports, on the other hand, may not target children not 
presently interested in sports. Health applications such as Fitbit offer the feature to 
collect movement duration and walking distance data while wearing a smart device 
(Sasaki et al.). Children, particularly, at an early age, however, may not have the 
cognition to use a smartphone to track daily movement patterns independently. 

The aim of this design project is to assist with physical activity, helping to combat 
obesity in Australian children. The project involved two design solutions, comprising 
information brochures and an Internet of Things (IoT) physical activity movement 
tracker. The research and design process involved focus group analysis, literature 
review, academia research and contemporary cultural analysis. The first research stage 
involved improving the persuasiveness of the broad facts of how physical activity 
positively benefits a child’s physical, mental and social health. The second research 
stage involved an application, which pairs a child and parent’s device, to monitor a 
child’s physical activity levels, without physical observation. 

Discover 

According to Joy and Lobelo, maintaining a healthy body and avoiding obesity amongst 
children requires 60 to 90 minutes of regular physical activity. Moderate to vigorous 
levels of physical activities include walking, swimming or running. Currently, in 
Australia, 60% of children from 5 to 14 years participate in physical activity and spend 
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5 hours per week after school hours exercising, training or playing sports (ABS, 
Recreation activities). Where children do not participate in physical activity, this 
commonly leads to childhood obesity and currently affects one in four children (ABS, 
Sports participation). Childhood obesity commonly derives from inactivity; currently, 
94% of children aged 5 to 14 years spend 15 after-school hours per week on screen-
based activities (ABS, National). 

Define 

Following the investigation about the requirement for physical activity, the next stage 
of design involved focus groups of sporting, education and parental stakeholders giving 
their opinions on obesity, benefits of physical activity and movement strategies. The 
results of the focus group deliberations identified that physical activity is essential for 
children, as it assists a child physically, mentally and socially. The stakeholders believe 
that regular exercise is crucial in ensuring the positive growth and development of 
children. The mental benefits of physical activity also encourage the development of 
positive learning, creating positive behaviour, while also minimising impaired health 
and promoting positive self-esteem and social integration plus positive interpersonal 
skills. 

Develop 

The focus group identified that avoiding physical activity, particularly from a parental, 
perspective, required understanding the health problems relating to childhood obesity 
and the positive benefits resulting from physical activity. The exploration involved 
identifying current media platforms engaged in spreading awareness of the health 
problem, such as advertisements, blogs, marketing material or health-related websites. 
The research gap identified that, over a period of time, the media platforms tend to 
display similarity in defining childhood obesity, explaining the potential risks and 
providing any preventive strategies. 

Based on a reflection of the content of the media platforms identified, it was noted that 
the presentations tended to incorporate wordy or highly descriptive content. The 
solution of the first stage involved the design of three information brochures: 
Childhood Obesity, Improving Health, and Movement Strategies. The design of the 
brochures incorporated icons with small sentences, thus encouraging straightforward 
communication. The overall communication incorporated a synthesis of current 
statistics, research findings and health facts, about the dangers of childhood obesity 
and the beneficial factors of physical activity. 

The second stage of research expanded upon the potential benefits of the brochures but 
also explored further opportunities, by combining service design and the IoT. Through 
further academic research, it became apparent that the IoT offers significant value in 
creating a valuable user experience in the field of service design. Following an analysis 
of the brochures’ potential benefits, a second stage research gap was identified, in that 
there was no capability of tracking movement. The concept ideated the application, due 
to the influence of smart technology on health organisations, with such technology 
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already contributing smart technology solutions to track physical movement. The 
majority of children, however, may lack the required knowledge of or are unable to 
have access to smart tracking applications. Parents, on the other hand, often are unable 
to be with their children, for example, while at work and still rely on physical 
observation to track their children’s movement. 

The design solution created a prototype to pair a parent's phone and a child's device. 
The connection allows parents to remain aware of a child's movement duration, steps 
made, distance travelled and calories burnt. Once the child has physically moved for 60 
minutes, the parent’s phone is notified of the accomplishment and parents may view 
the child’s record daily, weekly or monthly. During situations where the child has not 
moved for 60 minutes, the application provides the visual content strategies from the 
brochures, for different ways of achieving the desired outcome, such as applying 
incidental movement. The data connection includes the current health service-related 
smart applications available to monitor physical activity, yet only requiring minimal 
processing efficiently. The service only notifies the required daily movement, to 
distance it from fitness conceptualisation, avoiding any bias towards children with little 
or no interests in sports or fitness. 

Deliver 

The evaluation from the participants valued the two prototypes, allowing a better 
understanding of the dangers of childhood obesity and the consideration of strategies 
for minimising this potentially damaging health problem. It is intended for the 
prototypes to be deployed as potential resources for health institutes, and the 
application provided as an additional service to ensure ubiquitous monitoring, in order 
to understand a child’s regular movement patterns. 

Discussion and reflection 

To reflect on the design process in the Service Design unit, the initial difficulties and 
challenges that most students faced were in identifying and verifying service design 
problems, in the first diamond stages (Discover and Define). As a requirement, both 
primary and secondary data for the chosen topics were collected for each project. For 
the initial stages within the first diamond model, students needed to learn and consider 
the facts with which they were not already familiar. The service design thinking 
methods helped them in their convergent and divergent thinking processes. The design 
methods also helped them to stay focused, dig deeper and tackle those identified 
problems, from a service design perspective. 

PBL, combined with service design thinking, helped the core research team to create 
learning communities, improve communication and interpersonal skills, and increase 
task involvement. From the two case studies, with the participants’ reflections, students 
demonstrated an enthusiastic, better understanding of their chosen subject and 
increased problem-solving skills and self-esteem. Time management skills are also 
crucial for the participants, especially when they involve and engage the key 
stakeholders in the design process. To support and guide self-directed learning, the unit 
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convenor set up the milestones and key timeframe for the projects, when designing the 
unit. The timeframe was established according to the semester requirements. However, 
it also reflected the four key stages in the design process – Discover, Define, Develop 
and Deliver. Engagement with stakeholders can be both rewarding and challenging. 

The opportunities for PBL include the ability to gain self-guided experience and to 
involve key stakeholders in the design process. For example, in the ‘Reduce waste 
through better recycling habits’ project, this was the first time a student had used social 
media to engage users to participate in her survey. She learned through experimenting 
with different hashtags on social media to promote her posts, gaining an understanding 
of the behaviour of her target audience and thus targeting their engagement at the time 
slot when such users might use social media platforms. She found this learning 
experience fulfilling and enjoyable. 

The challenges of PBL involve defining a problem and developing a practical solution 
within the timeframe of one semester. The more students researched this social issue, 
the more they found it to be complex, with multi-layered problems requiring multi-
faceted solutions. The students learned to choose a solution that is practical for the 
timeframe. And to do so, they required data to help them determine and define the 
issue, which meant they needed to engage users as early as possible in the design 
process. 

A challenge for PBL is separating discovery and definition of a problem from ideation of 
a solution because designers often start with some possible solutions in mind. The 
students have learned to mentally eliminate solutions, based on the progressive data 
they have collected through a literature review and surveys, to narrow down to one 
practical solution, during the Discovery, Define and Develop stages. This meant they 
used both divergent and convergent thinking simultaneously, in order to generate 
many hypotheses and then reduce them, as they collect more data during the project. 

 The difficulty in separating the Discovery, Define and Develop stages, however, became 
an advantage in this short timeframe project because analysis and discovery were 
conducted simultaneously. The Discovery and Develop stages were run almost in 
parallel, in order to remain within the timeframe provided, and the Define stage was 
used to test some of the students’ hypotheses, in order to narrow down to one practical 
solution. 

The Delivery stage for this short timeframe project proved to be almost always 
unattainable because of the limited time available to test the prototype, refine, re-test 
and refine again before the prototype is available for delivery. Resources and time are 
important, with user-testing being a focus of the Double Diamond design process. Our 
role as a designer in creating positive social change has meant that designing service for 
social good must start from defining the problem from a user's perspective, developing 
an idea or solution and testing the idea, by engaging with the end-users. Users are at 
the centre of the design process, and engagement with users requires time to frame the 
aims of the research carefully. 
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The Delivery stage should, thus, be expanded to encompass the Discover, Define and 
Evaluate stages, to develop implementation and evaluation strategies (Discovery), 
identify the targeted approach for implementing the prototype (Define) and establish 
evaluation processes to measure the effectiveness of the prototype in the real world 
(Evaluate). This evaluation would provide valuable user feedback and further direction 
for a prototype be cycled through the design process for a second time, and thus be 
more likely to offer an improved solution. 

Depending on the research methods for each individual project, an ethics roadmap is 
also a crucial part of the service design project for social good. It would be of value to 
consider the ethics requirement before the start of the project. 

Despite its intrinsic multi-disciplinarity, service design is a new specialisation of design 
in its own right. Service design can represent an integrative and advanced design 
culture, that addresses the increasingly complex challenges of contemporary society 
and offers holistic, creative and innovative solutions (Penin). During the course of the 
Master of Design Strategies at the University of Canberra, students challenged 
themselves to think innovatively to tackle real problems in our current ecosystem, 
providing opportunities to act towards making a positive social impact. 
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